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restoration of the railroads in the
country is uuderbtoud to be about to
oe arranged here, ami m Paris. Tne
iti'ins have not yet been available,,
uut it is slated that they are hign.
ihe Mexican agents are endeavoring
lo secure $.30,OUO,Ot.iO more, to be useu
Lord
for governmental purposes.
CowJray has been active in .the negotiations, but not through Coutts
bank, as previously reported.

turn for permission to use the streets
A
would be obliged to furnish water for
municipal purposes free. The mayor
stated the council would sign a contact for water for ail .purposes at
$1,:!50 a year, and at no other figure.
Jefferson Kaynolds, who was given
to address the council,
ip.ul the Agiia Pura company had always dealt liberally with the city,
having cut down its contract 'rates
ROUT GENa minimum CONSTITUTIONALISTS
CITY AND AGUA PURA COMPANY several times. He stated
rate had been quoted under the last
ERAL GIL'S FORCES WITH
AGREEMENT
NEARER
NO
contract. Mr. Raynolds ,de-- ,
APPARENT EASE.
existing
THAN A YEAR AGO
dared the company, although it was
a water corporation, had no watered
DIE
to the 500
LOYAL
SOLDIERS
ON
PAT
STAND
$1,250 stock. He called attention
many improvements it has made, and
said that it was not paying large diviLOSE
HOWEVER,
MAYOR AND WATER COMMITTEE dends upon its capitalization, which, THE REBELS,
ONLY SIXTY KILLED AND
He declared
he declared, is $200,000.
REFUSE TO PAY MORE THAN
conTHIRTEEN WOUNDED.
Pura
the
always
Agua
company
YEAR
THAT EACH
tributes liberally to every project for
the bettenuent of I
Vesas, and
MEN
WANTS
COMPANY
$2,000 asked that it be treated in a fair1 ORIGINALLY jHAD 2,500
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THE LABORERS

with Hie attitude of the Californium.
and declared the tariff had been re- tpcr.Pible for the presence of thousands of laborers in the state, now
held objectionable.
"With the action of California 1

KILLED BY A

have abundant sympathy," he said,
"and with the policy I can find no
fault because they are face to face
there with conditions based largely
on our protective systems."

SUFFER
IF WAGES ARE CUT AFTER

TAR-

IFF BILL PASSES, INVESTIMILL:ONAIRE NEAR DEATH.
RICH BUTCHER KILLED
Jacksonville, Fui., May 15. The
GATION WILL OCCUR.
San Francisco. May. 15. Detectives
death vt Henry M. Flagler, the soutn-erinvestigating the death of Egbert
hotel and railroad magnate, is
Annand, a butcher whose body was
SO found
SAIO
HAS
momentarily expected, according to BEBFIELO
last night in the rear of his
a statement attributed to President
shop with the head almost severed,
Harrold of the Florida East Coast
Walter K. Scott, an employe
'
Secretary of commerce's re- ofplaced
iraih-oadh p
Mr. Flagler
today.
under arrest tothe
establishment,
marks CAUSE A DEBATE
has been critically ill at his West
day. Scott's movements since yester
IN THE LOWER HOUSE.
Pa'im Beach home for several weeks.
day afternoon when Annand was last
seen alive, are being traced.
The cash register of the shop had
MUST REFUND MILLION.
W. MONDELL ROASTS MU been
rifled and considerable money
15.
More
than
Washington, May
was found on Scott, for which he has
a million dollars collected in corporation taxes must be surrendered by RESPONSE IS MADE BY CHAIR- been unable to account.
MAN UNDERWOOD, AUTHOR
the treasury as a result of the suREPUBLIC A FIGUREHEAD t
OF THE NEW MEASURE.
preme court's decision that a corporation leasing its property and deriving
Chicago, May 15. William J. Calhoun,
its only income from that lease is
retiring minister to China, re15. Secretary
Washington,
May
to his home in this city today.
turned
within the Redfieid's broad intimation to businot "doing business"
said that thus far the
Mr.
Calhoun
taxand
is
not
the
of
law,
meaning
ness that the federal government
of the new refederal
government
able.
would investigate cuts in wages that
been largely a figurehead
has
public
looked like reprisals for the passage
without real power.
of the tariff bill, brought a sharp
The real problem and one which
BLOW-Ucross-firof argument today between
TRIED TO
will take many years, is the adapting
Chairman Underwood of the ways
of the people themselves to the new
and means committee and Represenof
NATIONAL GALLERY tative Mondell, republican, of Wyom- system government.
ing, during the brief session of the
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way by the city government.
FOR SIXTEEN BLOCKS
EXTENDS
In reply to the mayor's statement STATE FORCES ARE PREPARING
PROFOR FIRE
REMUNERATION
PART OF
NORTHERN
IN
THE
to the effect that the company has,
TO BEGIN ATTACK UPON
TECTION ONLY IS MUTUALLY
THE CITY
no franchise to do business in East
GUAYMAS AT ONCE.
AGREED UPON
Las Vegas, Mr. Raynolds insisted that,
the franchise given it by the county,
Seward, Neb., May 15. Eight per
Ariz.,
Aiay li. At'tei a
Aogales,
of
the
before
the
city,
incorporation
of
a
negotiasons were killed and 14 injured in,
After practically
year
ueinoiiilized rout, Hie remains of the
tions the city and the Agua Pura is still in forte and has 17 years to
the tornado which swept a district one
tederal army under General Gil is becompany apparently are not drawing ruu.
block wide and 10 blocks long in tho
to
a
reached
have
lieved
L'mpalme,
that this
Mayor Taupert stated
any nearer an agreement as to the
Hill's
Colonel
ot
if
north,
va
not
in
is
Uuajmas.
part of this city last night,
his
opinion,
terms for a new municipal water con- franchise,
cut off the retreat to the
that!
and
nisurgents
under
before 6 o'clock.
lid
government,
city
shortly
tract.
seauui, as surmised, they were unable
This was demonstrated at the reg- the city can force the company to
The dead:
die tieenig federals,
to iioiu UacK
MRS. WILLIAM IIASS1NGER.
ular meeting of the city council last cure a franchise, and in remuneraof nno anuuay ajTUiiioned' much ammuwater
free
furnish
the
tion
Tau-city
'
Robert
J.
MRS. G. W. EDMONDS.
when
Mayor
evening,
to use the nition and supplies, which was
MRS. DAVID HOOVER.
pert informed Stephen Powers, su- charge for the right
promptly seized by the victors north
SAMUEL C. RIM.
perintendent of the Agua Pura com- streets.
house.
With this the matter was dropped. of the gulf port.
AUGUST SCHULTZ.
pany, that the mayor and the water
BELAYS
VOTE
SMITH
ENGRedfield's
American refugees arriving here SUFFRAGETTES
PLACED
remarrts,
Seorolary
ERMA SCHULTZ, little daughter of
and light committee would refuse to It is understood negotiations will be
which caused the incident, were in
confirm the report of General
ART
PRICELESS
LAND'S
recommend the acceptance of a con- continued with the Agua Pura com- today
Schultz.
August
a speech here last night before the
TREASURES IN PERIL.
IN TARIFF TANGLE
tract for fire protection until at sat- pany and an effort made to reach Obregon, the state commander,
MRS. DAVID IMLAY,
that tully 500 of the federals
employing lithographers.
MRS. C. W. WAS3EI1MA.V.
isfactory agreement for water to he some agreement.
killed
were
Mr. Mondell declared RepresentaLondon, May 15. A militant sufoutright, while only 60
used on the streets, in the parks and
The injured:
of the state troops were killed and fragette bomb was found during the tive Underwood's statement
that REFUSES TO ALLOW PUBLICITL
for other municipal purposes is reach
Mrs. Ernest Holland, arm broken
13 wounded. This unusual proportion night outside
the National gallery, wage cuts would
AMENDMENT TO BE TAKEN
be investigated,
ed.
minor body bruises.
and
is credited to the disorder in which which contains inavluable art treas- could be "forgiven because it was
UP BY GENERAL CONSENT
The mayor also stated that the
William Hassinger, body bruised,
Louof
center
ures
in
is
the very
the federals retreated.
and
made in the heat of debate." Seqre-tarsevere nervous shock.
city's position is just what it was a
Of an army originally numbering don on Trafalgar Square.
Redfield had no such excuse, he
Washington, (May 15. When the
year ago; It will pay $1,250 per year
J. Fike, arm and ribs broken.
reached Empalme,
The machine consisted of a tin said.
oil, only 1,200
tariff bill came up in the senate
for water and no more.
Mrs. John Fike, ribs broken and inwas a wrangle
report those arriving here from the can filled with live cartridges wrapSome time ago the water and light
"Every right minded citizen," con- again today 9,ele
ternal
injuries.
front. Below Ortiz, the state troops' ped in a copyof'.The Suffragette" tinued Mr. Mondell, ""'hopes fur the nv
whether it or Sentor Kern's
committee, after several consultations ARRANGEMENTS
Mrs. S. C. Loiigworthy, slight injury
ARE MADE TO
uo
winthe
break
to
of
'
there
the
base,is
telegraph operat- and labeled "Pills
favorable conduct of the country's resolution for an investigation
with the mayox, submitted to the Agua
to head.
BRING IN FROZEN BEEF
ing, and the general confusion so far dows of the National gallery." There industries, but I know
of no iaw West Virginia coal Btrike situation
Pura company a proposition for a
AUSTRALIA
Victor Wasserman, arm broken, seFROM
conto
was no mechanism or detonator
has permitted few definite details
which says any man shall continue to should have the right of way. Mr. rious
contract for fire protection, offering
injuries to bead.
reach the state capital. It is assert- nected with the explosive and the give
to defer his resto pay. $20 per plug for the 53 fire
on
employment to labor under ad- Kern finally agreed
Mrs. August Schultz, 'burns
San Francisco, May 15. Four huned, however, that the state troops "bomb" was therefore, like many pre- verse lOondiitions and continue his olution until 5 o'clock.
plugs In the city. This would make dred thousand pounds of frozen Ausinternal
injuries.
body,
here will attack Guaymas and
vious ones, quite harmless.
An agreement to vote on the quesbusiness at a loss."
an annual total of $1,060 for. fire
tralian beef and mutton the first
Eleanor, little daughter of August
not
is
the
if
assault
Committed
five
already
Six Leaders
Superintendent. Powers, in shipment of its kind to the Pacitic
The democrats, he declared, were tion of public hearings after
Shcultz, badly burned on limbs an I
leaders
Six militant suffragettes'
behalf of the company, accepted this coast were landed here today from in progress.
in hours' debate was about to be made back.
'
the
the
with
tariff
people
revising
In reward for his successes, Gen- and a male adherent of the "cause"
Senaoffer, and such was reported at a re- the steamer Tahiti. The meat was
a most favorable frame of mind, and by unanimous consent when
Little
Schultz,
Jr., aim broAugust
named were committed to
day for trial at the it was "ungracious to warn manu- tor William Alden Smith blocked in.
cent meeting of the council. At the sold in Australia with the understand- eral Alvaro Obregon has been
wound.
severe
hip
ken,
of 'the constitu- Old Bailey session on charges of
"The attitude of the other side of
April meeting it was decided to defer ing that only a nominal profit should bpiga.fior general
facturers that unless they continue
Fred Steinbeck, eye put out, scalp
arcommission
His
tionalists'
damarmy.
arbiso
action by the council upon this con be made here. If the agreement is
conspiracy under the malicious
their business at a possible loss, they the chamber," said he, "is
wound.
tract until the return of Alderman violated, Australia will ship direct, rived today directly from Governor age act. All of them pleaded not guil- would be investigated to satisfy the trary in this matter that I do not feei
Mrs. Fred Steinbeck, internal inCarranza of Coahuila, recognized ty and reserved their defense. Bail
of com- it calls for any generosity from this juries.
Wiegand, a member of the light and eliminating the middlemen's profit, and commander-in-chieand
high
secretary
mighty
f
of the revolution was allowed on the prisoners' prem'
side." Debate was then resumed on
water committee. Last night, Mayor
merce.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feigard, both
assuming all the risk. An immediate; army.
e
amendment to
from
to
refrain
ise
in
Mr.
pending
the
militancy
Powers,
reintroducing
Taupert,
is just this,"
"The
situation
bruised
fall in prices is expected.
by flying timbers.
a Sr.i-trial. The amount of the bail ranged joined Mr. Underwood, amid the the motion to refer the bill to the finstated that the city would refuse to California and the Pacific coast The reported federal vw'.ory
niece of Mrs. D. A. Im-laMiss
Imlay,
wiv'ch
reach from $4,000, in the cases of Miss Alice
Rosa, Sonora, news of
The amendment
enter into a contract for water for states eat meat raised west of the;
look ance committee.
"if
democratic
you
applause,
slight injury, body bruised.
ed the war department at Mexico City Lake, Miss Laura Lennox and Mrs.
fire protection until satisfactory terms
the tariff hearing you will was to Instruct the committee to give
through
Rocky Mountains, and comparative!
At tha Schultz place, where August
had been reached for a contract for tables show that the average of prices yesterday, is denied by constitutio- Beatrice Saunders to $15,000 in the find statement
after statement of public hearings.
old child lost
.
and a
a
nalist
'station
Cla'-tonSchultz
is
Rost
agents. Santf
case of the analytical chemist,
water for other municipal purposes. is
manufacturers that if a democratic ""Many of the democratic senahigher here than in Chicago. Ii noilh of Guaymas and t' ere has been
a baby boy of two months
lives,
their
This leaves the city and the Agu,i nn effort to mark down the ard, i- nhouse reduced the tariff in the in- tors tried again today for agree- was blown out of the mother's arms
nt fi ibting there sinca last week,
by terests of the
a vote
Pura company fully agreed as to the
Among the exhibits presented
dealers arranged for the
people, they would take ment with the republicans for
lirn the federals were dri"eu bark the police against the militants was
j
bin and dropped down within a yard of
tariff
the
to
motion
refer
price to be paid for fire protection.
on
in
the
the
out
labor
the
l'liion
the reduction
The
of
shimnent.
ward
entitled
of
.
Guaymas.
.
roll
to
the where his father and sister had been
with
the
in
but absolutely disagreed
honojes,
suffragette
regard
factories and mills. Man after man to the finance committee
g
pompany lB 80 t.ertain that:1
.Mrs. Sclmlia
Particu said 'what reduction
USP.3
:.
tlio
"the crimes record book."
amendment di-- killed by flying debris.
" urtifof
' " nvir'o frtv
"l
"""" few nthpi4
you make will
the trade will be permanent that ':
were
child
another
and
pinioned unsuf
for
convictions
some
1,400
lars of
The city believes $100 is sutiiclent has
hearings. Chairman
Federal Victory Donisd
come out of labor.' We intend that recting public
placed orders for four refrigerator
the
of
the
der
kitchen, but
wreckage
for sprinkling the streets, caring for
New
fragette outrages in which 450 persons where these industries are making Simmons was anxious to have the
ork, May 1o. Roberto
ships, to be used exclusively on the:
volunteer
firemen
were
rescued
by
in
tha
were
entered
the parks and furnishing water for Australia-Saconfidential agent here of the were convicted
enormous profits, and many of them bill referred so that the committee who formed a relief
Francisco run.
soon after
party
amounts
the
on
recorded
the
also
which
action
the city buildings, while the Agua
in
Son book,
rebellious constitutionalists
are, that those reductions shall come could plan definite
the storm passed.
Pura company is of the opinion that
ora, Mexico, received today a private of money paid to some oi me perpe- out of the unreasonable profits, and schedules and have the bill ready for
Last week Mrs. C. W. Edmonds' hus- 1
Tiv
.Tune
amount
Eonnle
is not enough.
this
w tlio ...
message from an agent at Douglas, trators.
shall not continue to make those a ...,,.f
ici.w,
they
,i,i
One item refering io "prisoners profits at the expense of their labor. Nearly a week has gone hy without uo" U1CU
The amount of money paid the Agua LAS VEGAS HAN GETS
Ariz., contradicting reports of a govfor him
mourned
widow
His
condeeply
that
indicates
Pura company under the contract
ernment victory in Sonora as con- hampers, $100,"
A short time ago you republicans progress in the senate.
and expressed a wish to join him
t siderable quantities of candies, fruits
which expired over a year ago was FEDERAL APPUINTHCKT tained in dispatches from Mexico
iontended for a tarlff board t0 aBcer
soon. Yesterday's storm claimed her
must have beeu'i tain the
$2,040 per year. It is understood that
night. These dispatches" placed the and other delicacies
facts, that industry and
She wa struck
In its list of dead.
the
renew
to
to
martyrs.
offered
water
imprisoned
the
company
rebel loss at 400 after a defeat at the supplied
labor might be safeguarded in makBE
TO
PACIFIC
killed.
timber
and
CENTRAL
by flying
the contract for $2,000 annually. The BOAZ LONG IS SELECTED FOR PO- hands of General Medina Barron.
ing a tariff. Now that the machinAdvices this morning from Taniorrt,
mayor and the water and light comthe
to
facts,
ascertain
has
started
Today's private message places the
SITION WITH THE DEPARTSTRIKE STILL CONTINUES.
ery
le Hurst, Waco, Pee and Utica,
mittee' stand, pat on $1,250. Thus
the
300
and adds that
federal loss at
MENT OF STATE
Cincinnati, May 15 With both you run to cover; you show the
of Seward, which were last
$750 a year is the bone of contention.
government troops "fled with shame sides firm in their statement that white feather, because you are afraid
night
reported damaged, say that all
In addressing the council Mr. PowcolW.
leaving among the dead three
Washington, May 15.. Boaz
they have the strike, officials of the of a fair inf estigation. We won't intowns were out of the track of
those
STATES
UNITED
ers stated that there are 18 fire plugs Long of Las Vegas, N. M., has been onels, two lieutenant-colonel- s
and four Traction company made preparations terfere with labor, but when a manu- SO DECLARES
the
storm.
Wires to McCool Junction
AFTER
comhis
GENERAL
which are out of repair and
sev- facturer says he Is cutting wages beATTORNEY
majors.
appointed chief of the division of
early today for the operation of
are
and no direct reports
still
down,
CASE
deEXAMINING
state
pany did not feel like putting them in
on
affairs of the
yester- cause of tariff reductions, we want
eral street car lines. As
from there.
received
have
been
good shape unless it was assured that partment, succeeding W. T. S. Doyle.
day, when three cars were operated to know if he is tel'ling the truth. If
Mexico City Says "Mistake"
15.
it would be repaid for that service.
Attorney
May
Washington,
Avondale line, the police were he is not and he is simply punishing)
Washington, May 15. Reports of on the
a
He was informed that the agreement
Boaz Long is a son of Judge and defeats of Mexican federal tro ps U3ar asked to furnish guards to protect labor, then the facts should be made General McReyuolds has reached
NO PRELIMINARY HEARING,
Cent
nil
the
that has existed between the city and Mrs. E. V. Long of this city. He is a
that
cars.
public. If he is telling the truth, we tentative decision
divorcsd
be
the Agua Pure company would con- Las Vegas boy. During the past sev- Guaymas, Sonora, wers emphatically
should
May 15. Instead of havrailroad
Pacific
a
Chicago
want to know it. If we have made
denied by the Mexican foreign ofiici.
l
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a
i
before a special examhearing
in
Mexico,
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from
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anv
been
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mistake
has
unui;
he
years
suit
ter corporation would receive full re- and should be able to assist the state in a dispatch today, received it the
Union
the
the
government's anti-tniiner,
we are not afraid to acknowledge it solution of
Mexican embassy.
is against the Chicago board Of traJo
muneration for Us services, at conconclusion
His
Pacific
merger.
its
in
dealings
and correct' it."
materially
"Th3 report of the defeat of the
tract rates, for the period intervening department
into court. Mx.
. "Will
4- with the. sister republic.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
you
promise," asked Mr. not final ,and today the attorney will bo taken directly
Sonora."
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federal
stat3
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a
of
between the expirtation of the old
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this
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Mondell, "that If any industry shows general began
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the Central Paciric.
Guerrera at anchor in '.lie har- amendment to hold hearings on tariff "that injury has been done, you may tip
on the Mexico Northwestern la'.lrcad
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Former' Attorney General Wicker-sha- representing the board of trade. T,m
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side
sure
this
be
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reinforcements
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Sufficient
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There was considerable exchange was killed Tuesday
paradoxinsisted that the Southern Pa- board sets up the EPtmiiofc-lre- shortly arrive to permit the governagreed stand ready to remedy the injury."
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that
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price" ruSe,
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house
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Senator
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report
argu- ment to open an aggressive
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the mayor and Mr. Powers, during ceived here today. He
The final attitude of Attorney Gen- which the govern rm-ntion making deficiency appropriation no foundation for the statement, that
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trade,
on the question
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COMMENCING THURSDAY, MAY 15, CLOSING SATURDAY, MAY 24.
This sale is just what the name

impIies-Pr- ofit

these ten days the profit will be

Sharing-duri- ng

in many cases a part of the first cost-fr- om
new and seasonable merchandise-su- ch
merchandise as you will need immediately-a- nd
with the entire season ahead of you. Those who
wish the most for their money will not delay their attendance at this sale.
removed-a- nd
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Women's Sviits, Coats,
Dresses fatnd Waists

What's left of our $31.50 to $47.50 Suits, each
Women's $23.00 to $30.00 Suits, each
Women's $17.50 to $22.50 Suits,' each
Women's $12.50 to $15.00 Suits, ach
All $7.50 Wash Dresses, excellent
variety of styles, each
All $4.00 Silk Waists, Special, each
All $3.00 and $3.50 Silk Waists, each
All women's cloth Coats, all this season's styles,

WOMEN'S

Women's gauze vests, trimmed
or untrimmed, worth 35c, Special, each
26c
Women's gauze ' vests, worth
14c
20c, Special
Women's gauze Union suits, low
neck, sleeveless, either wide or
or tight knee, worth 85c, Special
63s

$23.90
15.75

11.50
9.75
5.00

3.10

'.

2.35

ONE THIRD OFF

Women's wool dress Skirts, choice ONE FOURTH

UNDERWEAR

pairs of children's and misses' Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals
sizes 8 to 2, regular values from $1.50 to $2.00 per pair, Special this
sale, per pair
$1.10
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords, pumps and
strap sandals, including Patent Colt, Vlcl Kid, white and brown Nubuck, Dull Kid, Velvet and
Satin, worth regular $3.50 to $4.50 per pair, Special for 10 days,
per
Pair
$3.00
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords and strap sandals in Patent leather, Gunmetal, Vici Kid, Velvet and white Nubuck, worth from $2 50
to $3.00 a pair, Special, per pair.....
$200
200

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Our entire line of women's
muslin underwear consisting of
Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers,
Drawers and Combination garments, all new this season's
goods, during this sale, your

OFF.

Women's Millinery

One lot of women's trimmed hats, including a
good variety of
season's best styles, worth from $3.00 to $3.00 each, Special

choice

$2-3- 5

Women's and
Children's Shoes

Women's Silk Hose

Women's Silk Hose with Lisle thread heel, toe and sole and
lisle tops, in black only, per pair

at

25c

ONE FOURTH OFF

MEN'S

Children's Dresses
Spe

35c
One lot of children's colored Dresses, very desirable styles and all
popular fabrics, worth from $1.50 to $2.25, Special
$1.10

Miscellaneous

RIBBON SPECIALS
No. 100 Taffeta, worth 30c, Special,
Xo. 60 Taffeta, worth 23c, Special,
No. 40 Taffeta, worth. 18c, Special,
No. 22 Taffeta, worth 15c, Special,
Ko. 100 Satin, worth 35c, Special,
60 Satin,
worth 30c, Special,
No.
No. 22 Satin, worth 20c, Special,
No. 22 Saton, worth 20c, Special,

per yard

per
per
per
per
per
per
per

yard
yard
yard

20c
17c

yard
yard

13c
11c
26c
21c

yard
yard

17c
15c

98c
Any $1.25 Corset for
Women's 10c Handk'fs for. ..25c
and 10c Embroidery for.. 4c
2c
Pearl Buttons, per dozen
One lot of 65c Silk Gloves for. .45c
35c Corset Cover emb. for. ...24c
60c doz. Val. Lace, per dozen.. 24c

7c

the only rules in force at the
asylum were the rules adopted by the
board of directors in September, 1893,
and I challenge him to point out in
said rules any one which prohibits
"discharged employes from the priv
ileges accorded to visitors." My wife,
.virs. Delgado, was a guest of the asy-- i
Jura January 1st, to January 12th,
1913.
At the dance given on the
night of January 1st, she was sitting
CALLS ATTENTION TO MISSTATE- with the visitors on the chairs re
DISMENTS
REGARDING
restrictions
served for such; when
CHARGE OF CLERK.
were called off that evening, Superintendent Mills came to where she was
and said, "Mrs. Delgado, resitting
to
been
denied
permission
Having
are oft, why do you not
strictions
reply through the columns of the Las
a visitor and thought
herself
sideied
statement
to
the
Vegas Democrat
made concerning him in an interview sdieied herself a visitor and thought
with Lieutenant Governor Esequiel she had no right on the floor. He
"You are the clerk's wife and
C. de Baca, which appeared in last said:
week's issue of that
Pedro have a perfect right to the floor." So

DEGADO REPLIES
TD

LIEMNT

OOVpOK

paper,

she accepted the invitation of the patients and employes and danced until
the dance ended. If the rule was in
force as claimed by Mr. Haca, (which
was not), then there are discharged
in the asylum now who are
employes
communication.
to privileges accorded visnot
entiled
Mr. Delgado said last night that
if
he wants their names i
itors
and
he had tried to deport himself in a
can
them.
furnish
way that would bring credit upon his
Now as to the insult offered my wife
party, the institution by which he
was employed, and upon himself. He and me at the asylum dance ou
said the lieutenant governor ha? 'April 25th. I will say toat same ap- made some statements regarding him pears to me to have been premeditat
which, had left a wrong impression. ed, and the only disturbance that
Desiring to state his version of the raised was iu taking my boy awaj
affair, he asked the Democrat to give and preventing one, and any language
him space to lo so. At first the re- that I used towards the superintendquest was granted, but later Mr. Del- ent was richly deserved by him for
gado was informed that the com- bis uncalled for and ungetitlemanly
conduct.
munication cou'id not be published.
.Mr. Delgado's letter is" as follows:
As to the question of my action in
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
refusing to acknowledge the right 01
the superintendent to remove or
May 14, 1913.
To iliB Editor of Las Vegas Demociat,
nie, I will say that the fact that
Sir: In your issue of May '., the board, at a special meeting, on
It: I;:, under the heading "Plain Truths the relation of the president of the
Case" you published an " board, and without hearing my side
of
'r.v. with E. C. de Baca, president of the case, had to ratify the action
of l;e board of directors, which doe? of the superintendent, bears me out
ir
great injustice by the misstate oi my contention. At this meeting
ment of facts in same, so much tht. Mr. Baca prejudiced the minds of two
am made to appear as having taken of the members who were not acmoney to which I had no right, and quainted with the facts of the case,
other .charges are made which cannot by telling them that I. had gone to
the asylum with the sheriff, and by
tin substantiated by Mr. de Baca.
It would require a great deal of force of armB had intimidated the emspace to go Into the full details of ployes and had tanen property behe case, hence I will only give the longing to the asylum. The question
public the facts as to matters whi:h of sustaining the action of the superMr. de Kara lias misrepresented in intendent was not properly and legalhis interview.
ly brought before the tioard. No moWith due deference. 10 the lieuten- tion was made or seconded with refant .... rirr, 1 will say that on April erence to it The actions of Mr. Baca
was
Delgado, who
discharged as
clerk of the Xew Mexico Hospital
for the Insane by the superintendent,
Dr. William Porter Mills, has asked
The Optic to publish
the rejected

1

sus-ime-

i

in-!-

1

1

inch Standard Percales, fast colors and new desirable
patterns ' Special per yard
10 yards of Hope Muslin (but 10
yards to a customer . . . . . . . . . . 75c
8 yards Amoskeag
gingham, (8 yard limit)
.50c
All 35c Wash goods, including an excellent
vatfety of fabrics, colors and
. ...
pattern's, Special
OC
'
36

,

Las VGdaa'Loadina Store

6

25, 1313,

Piece Goods

Men's Chambray Shirts of good
quality, fast colors, either plain
blue or stripes, perfect fitting garments made for service,
worth 50c each, Special for this
39o
sale, each

One lot of children's colored Dresses including a
variety of styles
and fabrics, all well made and neatly trimmed, worth 45c to 85c,

cial

SHIRTS

CP
r0

Established

4

1

j

Son
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in this regard can only be character tient's cash, as well as for any infor
mation he might want regarding any
,zed as those of a peanut politicia
and not those of a man holding sul asylum matter, which I could furnish
a high office, as he does by the suf- him, pending the meeting of the boar 1
on Tuesday, May 6, following.
frage of the people.
Now, Mr. Editor, I have always been
We will now take up my action in
going to the asylum after the pa- adverse to having my name appear
tient's cash and books' where the ac in print, but I am forced to defend
count of the same is kept. I want to myself, hence I have to ask for space
say that I assume all responsibility in your paper.
Mr. Baca has often toid me that
for this and hold Mr. Gallegos, the
sheriff, blameless in the matter. On he has the Interest of the asylum so
February 8, 1913, I was appointed, by much at heart. Now he and a majorthe board of directors, a special offi ity of the board several times have
cer to handle this cash and books, been by me informed of the partialand made personally responsible for ity and negligence of tie present su
its disbursement. Since then I have perintendent; if this interest is sinmade two reports on this cash to the cere, will be have an impartial in- board and the same were approved. i estimation of ihe matters of which
At the special meeting of the board I have informed him in this regard,
held April 29, 1913, Miss Mary B. or will he, in his apparent
or recently (ici;ui:ed povcor'
Davis, clerk to the board, was designated by the board to audit said paus these things over and in his desbooks and receipt to me in full for potic manner declare them to be false
balance turned over to ner by me and charges, or will he prove true to the
I hold her certificate and receipt to people's trust?
The facts herein stated can be prov
that effect. The board, by 'this action, acknowledged that this cash and en by incontrovertible testimony and
bcoks were properly in my custody. ' are not mere vaporings.
Yours truly,
The facts of my actions at the asy
PEDRO DELGADO.
lum on April 29, 1913, are not correct
ly stated by the lieutenant governor.
I did not proceed first to open the
The great calamity m umaha was
door of the clerk's office as I had
overshadowed by the terribly
quickly
just been informed by Thomas G.
Kain that the lock had been changed disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suf
the night before. I did not tell Kain fering and sickness from eclds and
that I wanted to go into the office for exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Cali
fornia St. Omana, writes: "My
any personal effects. J told him to
had a very severe cough and
daughtr
open the door on my authority as
clerk and assistant steward. My ner- - cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Com
sonal belongings were not in the of- pound knocked it out in no time."
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
fice, but in my room, and Thomas G.
and
Red Cross Drug Store.
Kain and Jose D. Maes, two of the
employes of the institution, accom
panied me there without any persua Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Bad Colds.
sion on my part and they and George
When you have a bald coid you
a
Demitri,
patient, packed my suit want a
remedy that will not
give
cases, and while 1 was in the room I relief, but effect a prompt only
and perremoved my coat and the three above manent cure, a remedy that is pleasant to take, a remedy that contains
mentioned parties can testify that
bad no arms on my person. The su nothing
Injurious.
Chamberlain's
perintendentsaw the sheriff and me go Cough Remedy meets all these reinto the institution on that occasion quirements. It acts on nature's plan,
relieves the
and when I saw him coming out of opens the lungs, aids cspectoratioa,
secretions and restores ttv
the residence I believed he was going system to a
healthy condition. This
to where we were, but instead of that remedy has a world wide sale and
ho c8tue down town, where Mr. Gal- use, and can always
be depended
upon, sold by all dealers.
legos, as my friend, served a notice
upon him, which I had prepared bePILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8.
fore going to the asylum, denying his
Your druggist will refund money
right to remove or suspend me as if PAZO OINTMENT
falls to cure
clerk and assistant steward and inany case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
forming him where he could reach or Protrdiner Piles in 6 to 14 days.
me, should he need any of the pa 50c.

inch Wash Silks, worth 65c per
yard. Special
44c
i
36 inch Tub Silk, excellent
quality
and good patterns, worth $1.25 per
yard, Special
85c
Our entire line of Foulard Silks,
including the season's best patterns, at ONE FOURTH OFF.
18
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The spring months often find a THIS INTER Eb

v.
.
.
.,w,vian AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTS
A family doctor said recently that
Washington, May 15. Art museums
hips and head, nervous and sleepless. women come to him thinking that and industrial art are the
chief subPolep Kidney Pills will quickly prove they have female trouble, but when jects slated for consideration
by the
their worth and value as a heater of he treats them for their kidneys and American Federation of
Arts, which'
all kidney and bladder ailments and bladder they soon recover. This Is
began its fourth annual convention in
irregularities.
They are a splendid worth knowing and also that Foley the capital today with a good attendremedy for rheumatism, clearing the .1.11 e.v Pills are the best and safest ance of delegates. President
Robtrt
uric acid from the joints and system. medicine at such times. They are W. De Forest of New
York presided
Try them. 0. G. Schaefer and Red tonic in action, quick Jn results. They at. the
opening session. A reception
Cross Drug Store.
will help you. O. G. Sehaefer and Re
at the Corcoran Art gallery and a
Cross Drug Store.
garden party to be given by the
President and Mrs. Wilson at the
Sallow complexion is flue to a torWhite House tomorrow afternoon are
HERBINE
pid liver.
purifies and OPENING OF NEBRASKA LEAGUE included
in the program prepared for
strengthens the liver and bowels and
Grand Island, Neb., May 15 Un- the entertainment
of the delegates.
restores the rosy bioom of health to der conditions that are
regarded as
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Cen- o fa most favorable
nature, the Neb- tral Drug Co.
Health a Factor In Success.
rrrka State Baseball leagu" started
The largest factor contributing to
In the whole Mcto
cf ineiicine today on its championship season of a man's success is
undoubtedly health.
there Is not a healing remedy that 1913. Each of the
eight clubs is re- It has been observed that a man la
will repair damage to the fiesh more
ported in good condition. In five of seldom sick when his bowels are regquickly than BALLARD'S
SNOW the eight towns of the circuit Sun- ularhe Is never well when they are
For constipation you
constipated.
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds,
sprains, day ball will be played this year. will find
nothing quite so good as
burns, scalds, and rheumatism. Its In the opening games Superior lined Chamberlain's
Tablets. They
not
healing and penetrating power is ex- up at Fremont, York at Kearney, Sew- only move the bowels but
Improve
the
Price
traordinary.
25c, 50c and $1.00 ard at Columbus and
appetite and strengthen the diat
Hastings
gestion. They ars sold by all
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. Grand Island.
.

woman tired out, with pain in back,
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CONVICTED FOR A
HAIL COACH

ROBBERY
CHARLES
JAMES D. HARRIS
WHITE'S TRIAL ENDS IN A
VERDICT OF GUILTY
AND

so easily, but in not getting anything
out of the mail sacks except some
dummy pack! tes, contaim'ig strips of
paper.
Tney were taken into custody, und
in due time arraigned and bound over
f.r trial, which has just terminated
in their conviction.
All the officers herein rip.miioii.id as
Blair wet-- witnesses
well a.e
against Harris and White, and the evi
dence of Thonas Burcu. of course,
w.s very coinincing. Thu only wit-

ness for the robbers was a man uamui
Jack Alien, whose testimony was badThe capture, trial and conviction of ly mixed, and tended to make the
James D. Harris and Charles White, case against tliem stronger than if it
to rconspiring to rob and afterwards uiiU not been offered.
robbing the United States mail, which
IN HARMONY.
case was tried the past week in the PRESBYTERIANS
Atlanta, Ga., May 15. With nearly
federal court and resulted yesterday
in their conviction, furnishes a story 5,000 guests within her gates Atlanthat harks hack to frontier days, says ta is doing her best to be an ideal
hostess to the great
gathering of
the Sauta Pe New Mexican.?
On the 19th of last November these Presbyterians which opened here totwo men, Harris and White, approach- day. The occasion is the first in the
ed the mail carrier, Thomas Burch, history of the Presbyterian denomiwho drives the stage and carries the nation that the four branches of the
,
mail between Silver City and Mogol-.Ion- church have met at the same time
him
and place. The joint meeting of the
browbeat
and
and threatened
fie
into entering an agreement to help general assemblies represents
them to rob the mail. Every month Presbyterian church of the Unite!.'
there is between $4,000 and $5,000 sent States 'States of America, northern
from Silver City to Mogollon, to pay branch; the Presbyterian Church of
off the men working in the mines at the United States, southern brancu;
the latter place. Harts and White the United XJresbyterian Church and
knew this and also knew that the the Associated Reformed church.
to
The sermons of the retiring modermoney was taken from Silver City
sucMogollon on or about the 18th of the ators and the elections of their
month. Mr. Burch kept his move- cessors occupied the time of the genments very quiet but got Into commu- eral assemblies today, following the
nication with the authorities imme- work of organization. That the joint
diately after he had seemingly con- gathering is regarded as a giant
sented, to become a party to the crime. stride toward tne union of all PresHe played his cards so well that Har- byterians was indicated in the tone
addresses. The
ris and White suspected nothing. Thty ot the opening
if
Burch
with
death
nouthern
threatened
Presbyterians and the Unithad
he peached on them or failed to enter ed Presbyterians are to combine into
into the conspiracy. Burch played one organization before the end of
his role with infinite skill, knowing; the present assemblies. While there
tull well the desperate characters that is no expectation that ' the northern
he had to deal with, and that stage had and southern branches of the church
previously been held up on that road will be united in the immediate future, the hope is expressed on every
and a mail carrier killed.
Mr. Burch notified the postmaster hand that this end may be accomat Silver City, who got into communi- plished within a very few years.
cation with the postofflce authorities
SLAYER OF BOY TO HANG.
at San Francisco. They in turn called
Washington, D. C, May la. SenInspector Ralph Smith, of Denver, who
lias charge of this district, into the tenced to be executed in the district,
case, and he began at once to lay plans jail tomorrow for one of the ciuel-es- t
murders in the criminal annals
for catching the criminals red handed. Captain Fred Fornoff of the New of Washington, Tony M Llano's only
Mexico mounted police, whose skill hope of escaping the gallows lies m
has been oftentimes demonstrated, the remote possibility that President
before,' in criminal affairs, in conjunc- vv ilson may gi ant an eleventh-hou- r
tion with such competent officers as slay. Milano, an Italian shoemaker
coun-ty- ;
villi a little shop' at Fourth an&Jtl
, Sheriff Hmil James of Socorro
'
Sheriff Herbert",!. McGratli', of streets, was convicted on a charge of
Grant county, at once set to work to having killed Yi year old Harry
Smith with blows of a hammer the
entrap the robbers,
It had been agreed between the rob- nife,ht of September a, 1931.
bers and Burch that the holdup would
it was alleged that the boy went
occur at Glenwood, on the way to to the shoe shop to get change and
Mogollon from Silver City, and was to that Milano, who had been annoyed
be pulled off on the evening of thd by other boys, thought
the boy's
That was the day stammering was a method of making
Itith of December.
that it had been learned that about fun of him. Early on the morning
$5,000 would be sent by mail from Sil- following the alleged murder Milano
ver City to Mogollon. On the 18th. set fire to his shop, it was contended
accordingly, the stage pulled out of for the purpose of destroying eviSilver City, there being no passengers, dence of his crime. A sister of his
and hurried on its way. As the shades victim, driven frantic by the death
ol' night, drew on the stage neared the of her brother, later took her life.
appointed spot and in the dusk two
Htianf ft men stepped out of the gloom, CHILD WELFARE CONFERENCE.
iiiul aamanded the mail. They were
Boston, Mass., May 15. From evHarris and White. Mail Carrier Burch ery section "of the country men and
delivered the mail without resistance, women having a common interest in
and hurled on his way to Mogollon. the mental, moral and physical trainThe officers were in waiting and start- ing of the youth of the laud assembled
ed in hot pursuit of the robbers. They in Boston today to participate in the
e
conferfound the mail sacks cut open and seventeenth
contents rifled, and the next morning ence of the National Congress of
assoCaptain For.ioff and the other off! Mothers and
cers mentioned captured James D. ciations. A meeting of national ofHarris and aLout the same time ficers and managers Inaugurated the
at program this morning. The formal
Charles White as apprehends!
The robbers vere badly opening of the conference takes place
Mogollon.
fooled in hot only being apprehended tonight and tomorrow morning the
business sessions will begin and continue for six days.
men and
Among the prominent
Grand; 1112 Talks
women who will address the conferAbsut Babies ence are Miss Julia Lathrop, chief of
the federal children's bureau; Dr. P.
Has a large Circle of Listeners Who Prof- - P. Claxton, United States commisit by Her Wisdom and Experience.
sioner of education; Dr. G. Stanley
In almost any settled community there's Hall,
president of Clark university;
B grandma
wlio knows Mother s Friend.
Not only Is she reminiscent of herown Joseph Lee, president of the Play
ground Association of America; Mrs.
Mary S. Woolman, president of the
Woman's Industrial and Educational
Union; F. V. Matthiews, of Plain-fielN. J., secretary of the Boy
Scouts' 'library department, and Mrs.
Frederic Schoff, president of the Naexperience, but it was through her recommendation that so many young, expectant tional Congress of Mothers.
;

child-welfar-

Parent-Teacher-

u

s'

V

,:Vvi-

mothers

derived the comfort and blesalng
f this famous remedy.
,
Mother's Friend is applied externally to
the abdomen, stomach and breasts, allays
all pain, avoids all nausea, and prevents
'
caking of the breasts.
It is quickly aud
penetrating,
' permits the muscles wonderfully
to expand without thu
utrain
ligaments, and prepares the system so thoroughly that the crisis is passed
almost without the slightest distress. Thus
there need be no such thing as drend or fear.
No bettor nor more cheering advice can,
be given the expectant mother than to suggest the use o Mother's Friend. She will
take courage from the beginning. The days
will be cheerful, the nights restful. Thus
the health is preserved, the Inlml is In
repose and the period Is an unending one
e

INDIANA U. C. T. MEETING.
Lafayette, Ind., May 15.- Members
of the Indiana grand council of the
Commercial Travelers of
United
America gathered here in force today for the opening of their silver

jubilee convention. Grand Councilor
Edwardi F. Leever, of Terre Haute,
presided at the opening session.
Many features of entertainment have
been arranged for the delegates and
of quiet, Joyful anticipation.
the visiting ladies. ,The convention
You can obtain Mother's Friend of any
wi'il
conclude Saturday with the elecdruggist at $1.00 a bottle. Do not forget
nor neglect to be supplied with this greatest tion of officers and the selection of
It is
remedy ever devised for motherhood.
Write at ouce to Urarttield Regu- a meeting place for 1914. Evansville,
unfailing.
Lamar
133
lator Co.,
Bldg., Atlanta, (Ja., Ft. Wayne and Terre Haute are confor their very Interesting and Instructive
book of advice for expectant mothers.
testing for the next convention.

THREt

will never turn gray over financial
matters. It is said Joe can write a
check any time for $100,000 and get
it cashed, and still have something
substantial left in the ruins.
And Bat Nerson.
And Bat Nelson. By the way he
keeps in the fighting game when he
ought to be sitting on the front piazza of some palatial residence with
his feet on the rail enjoying himself,
A MODERN
TURNS one would think he was poor. Maybe MR. AND MRS. Z. W. MONTAGUE
WILL CELEBRATE GOLDEN
he is, but as he has been fighting for
DOWN IMMENSE OFFERS
so many years that the reckoning has
WEDDING TUESDAY.
WITH IMPUNITY.
entirely slipped from mind and has
Next Tuesday, May 20, will occur
Luther McCarty's recent refusal of never been known to blow in any of
$12,500 to meet "Gunboat" Edward his money, it is not a bad bet that te fiftieth wedding) anniversary of
On
Smith in a
bout, following the "Durable Dane" can command Mr, and Mrs. Z. W. .Montague.
account of the sickness of Mrs. Monclose on the former's previous turn- more than $300,000.
It Is doubtful if Cbapion Willie tague for nearly a year they will not
ing down of $10,000 for a battle with
is a walking mint, for he has have as extensive a celebration as
has
Ritchie
of
Wells
England,
Champion Billy
called public attention to the huge not done very much fighting, and they hoped, but will expect a tew
purses offered and the fortunes being most of his battles,
except those relatives and friends from Chicago,
KanWelsh
Ad Wolgast, Illinois, Iowa, and Los Angeles, and
with
the
and
the
Freddy
says
by
pugilists,
reaped
were not notable for the purses, as will welcome calls from their Las
sas City Star.
There probably is not a profession- an "actor," Ritchie, however, has Vegas friends.
Mr. Montague has lived in eastern
al or business man in the world who done fairly well, so the financial fuwould refuse such a sum for but 30 ture is probably not bothering him a Iowa for nearly 65 years. As his
father brought the family through by
minutes' work in the particular line great deal.
Abe Attell, the former feather teams from New York state in 1813,
In which he was legitimately interested, yet a pugilist can turn down champion, once had a lot of money, three years before Iowa became a
such an offer with impunity, confi- but differing from the average fight- state, he enjoys the distinction of
dent that in the end he will get a er of today, he has had' fun with his having been a territorial "kid" In
still larger offer fop his services. cash and has filled his wad full of Iowa for three years, and, coming to
to all ac- New Mexico over four years ago, was
Abe, according
And the wonder of it all is McCarty dents.
will probably get it.
counts, was also inclined to be gen- an old territorial "kid" in New Mexerous once in a while, and when he ico, three years before it became' a
Public Wants Sport.
Quite aside from the money end of let the coin go, it was not 'limited to state.
Mr. Montague having had so long
the present day boxing ring, the nickels.
In this connection the writer heard an experience and observation as a
the
as
such
that
fact
purses
very
a rather amusing story the other day pioneer in Iowa, watching her wonforegoing can be offered by the proarabout a former prominent boxer, con- derful growth in stock, agriculture,
any
demonstrates
beyond
moters,
generosity press and beautiful homes, (the average
guments that can be advanced by the cerning whose
been
wont
to rave.
have
farm being worth, from $100 to $200
a
Is
agents
that
there
element
A uenerous Fighter.
per acre), and her political standing
demand, and a tremendous one, tor
was on the boards and influence in the states, is equalTne fighter-acto- r
the sport. The promoters are only
loot-ligly sanguine of the great future of
offering the boxers what they think that week, and, after doing nis
turn and bedecking himself, New Mexico as an agricultural state
they can get back from the public,
Iralong with a fat profit for them lushed ul to one of the theater man- by her diversified farming, both in
agers with the request that the rigation and dry farming, by adoptselves.
ing the silo, dairy system and hog
And the feet that the offers from iatter change a "live.'"Sure thing,' said Mr. Theater raising by the present day methods;
20 years ago have grown into veritable fortunes, illustrates the fact Man, pulling out a roll from which for it was the patient farmer, the cow,
the hog, the proud little hen, that
that the sport followers are willing he peeled off five ones.
$5 changed," made Iowa what she is today.
"Oh, I don't want
to pay for what they want; also,
Then New Mexico has a still great"1 merely want
that they want what they want when said the
five coppers so I can Jftke myself er financial resource, scattered over
want it.

FIFTY

THE EARNINGS OF

YEARS

THE CHAMPION

HARRIED

FIGHTERS

LIFE

OF

TITLE-HOLDE-

anti-boxin- g

actor-fighte-

they

And with the change in the amount solid with the newsboys by throwing
of purses there has been a vast it to them."
The story suggests another about
transformation in the personnel of
the performers as a class. While one of the present day stars. Thanks
the average boxer of the present Jay to the newspaper men, he pulled
as a skillful exponent of the art is down about $2,000 for a very punk
inferior to those of the old school, fight, and to show his appreciation
particularly in the divisions above he gave a banquet for the fraternity,
the lightweight class, there are many at which the principal viands were
hot air, a bottle of beer and a piece
other and noticeable differences.
of pie. The total expense must have
. Many Died Poor.' ''
In the old days the average fight- been close to a dollar.
diviBut, returning to the story, Packy
ing man, even those in the first
dolJieFarland, thanks to the constant
sion, garnered a few thousand
lars from battles which lasted until demands for his services, is far from
one man was stretched unconscious being poor, while Jack Britton, his
on the turf, blew it in and then died fellow townsman, is also well fixed
of New
in the charity ward ot a hospital or financially. Leach Cross
There were excep- York is suspected of having "oodles"
the poorhouse.
man with a
tions, of course, but a history of the of money, and another
American ring champions from the bundle of kale is Eddie McGooriy.
20 Mike Gibbons won t have to go back
beginning of the sport down to
to beans for a long time to come, and
rule.
the
out
years ago, bears
same applies to Joe Jeanette, the
the
those
modern
our
But
rlngsters,
New
There are many
York heavy.
as
a
who really amount to anything,
American fighters who might
other
the
from
to
fear
whole have little
be mentioned as In the newly "rich
wolf in their declining days. Their
column, the majority of whom are
a
safe
principal worriment is finding
onto their cash to the point
which
holding
in
house
or
investment
strong
of making the eagle scream himself
to store their gold.
breathless.
While their fortunes are more or
thanks
of
conjecture,
less a matter
MEETING OF ADVENTISTS.
to the fabulous, figures fed to the pubreD. C.,
Washington,
lic by their press agents, the fact
May 15. A
mains that many ot the rlngsters are great tented city accommodating
persons has sprung up on the
wonderfully we'll off.

many parts of the state, especially
here, In her rich undeveloped mines,
awaiting only capital to open them
up, and attract immigration. As the
mines are easily reached by Tali,
and have plenty of timber and water
for development and consist of high
grade asbestos, molybdenum, tungsten, gold, copper, silver, mica and
cement of better quality, than Port
land cetaent, and located only 10 to
40 miles northwest of the beautiful
city of Las Vegas. Located on the
scenic Ifighway and automobile route
from ocean to ocean, that can be
traveled with perfect safety and great
pleasure, 11 montns in a year. L,as
Vegas may expect, too, tefc become a
resort for tourists.
Foley Kidney Pilis repay your contheir netting and curative
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disease not beyond the reach of medicine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I
had kidney and bladder trouble tor
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
Kidney Pll'is cured me." It Is the
same story from every one who uses
them. All say, "they cured me," O.
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
Store.
fidence in

f

0

Wolgast Has Bundle.
Take Ad Wolgast, tor Instance. Ad
has got so much loose gold lying
around that when he was asked to
meet Packy McFanand in Madison
Square Garden for a purse well up
toward $15,000, he promptly retusea
it. It was $22,500 with him or nothing doing. And it was nothing doing
It Is
in this particular instance.
doubtful if the turn down made him
feel mad, as Wolgast has in the
tucked
of $150,000
neighborhood
away, certainly enough to keep him
from starving to death for a tew
weeks.
And then, there's Jose Rivers. Until 1911 he was rarely heard of outside his adobe home in California,
hut today it is figured out he has
about $G0,000 to the good and more
Certainly some money tor
coming.
a man yet on this side of the lightweight title, which asset destiny may

yet swing his way.
Champion Johnny Kilbane has yet
to attach himself to any fabulous
purses, but he has been in the game
since 1907, has frequently copped
from $1,500 to $5,000 at a lick and
today his fortune is not far from
the $00,000 mark.
K. O. Brown of New York, while
never a champion ana not likely to
be, is another fighter whose wealth
The
five figures.
is
now
blond-haireis
taking
youngster
a 'long rest and needs tt, but while
loafing he will have no occasion to
worry where the next job is coming
from. Joe Mandot la another
whose hair
and never-to-be- ,
d

campus of the Washington Foreign
Missionary Seminary, in Takoma
Park, where, beginning today and
continuing for three weeks, the world
conference of the Seventh-Dawill hold forth. The gathering is one of the largest of ts kind
ever entertained in the national capital. In addition to the delegates
from almost every state and from
Canada, the attendance embraces
leaders of the denomination in Europe and Australia, as well as those
stations in Africa,
of the mission
Asia and other parts of the world.
The three weeks' program provides for daily sessions and religious
rallies, together with conferences of
the missionaries, ministers, educators and representatives of the young
people's societies of the denomination. One of the principal problems
to be discussed at the conference will
be that of, planning to increase the
missionary forces in ail parts of the
world. Another matter to come up
for discussion will be" a proposal to
divide the world into six divisions
in order to work out the problems
that the denomination has taken unto
itself on more systematic lines.'
y

TEXAS PRESS

MEETING.

San Antonio, Tex., May 15. Every
phase of newspaper making is schedat the annual
uled for discussion
meeting of the Texas Press association, which convened in San Antonio today with a large attendance.
The sessions, which will continune
until the end of the week, are presided over by President W. C. Edwards.

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. M., May 15. Owing
to a misunderstanding of the law regarding the establishment of saloons
in towns of les3 than 300 inhabitants,
Attorney General Clancy nas written
the follow-inletter to an inquirer:
May 10, 1913.
Mrs. A. A. Hine, Estancia, N. M.
Dear Madam. I have just received
your letter of the 9th inst, in which
you say that your town has less than
three hundred inhabitants, but is incorporated and has two saloons; and
you ask how to go about getting them
out of existence, suggesting that they
might go out automati ; lily.
I suppose that you have been nils-leby a publication in some of the
newspapers, about the time of the
close of the legislature, that, an aet
had been passed prohibiting saloons
in places with less than three hundred population. I think that thert
was a bill introduced in the legislature containing such a provision, but
it does not appear to have become a
law. The only limitation of that kind
is the one to be found in Chapter 115
of the Laws of 1905, which is careby Section 15 of
fully preserved
78
of the last seslaws
of
the
Chapter
Two acts
sion of the legislature.
were passed, one of which is Chapter
75 and the other Cnapter 7S, relating to the liquor traffic, each of
which isi a local option law, the first,
applicable to any Incorporated city or
town, and the other to districts outside of incorporated places. It will
be necessary, in order to have the
d

j

saloons in your town abated, to pro
ceed in the manner prescribed In
Chapter 75.
Yours truly,
FRANK VV. CLANCY.
Decision as to Bridge jurisdiction.
Attorney General Clancy has handed down the following opinion, involving county coinmicsioners' jurisuic-tioover bridges:
k

n

May 12, 1913.
H. B. Jamison, Assistant District Attorney, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Mr. jaimson: I have receiv
ed your letter ot the 10th inst., in
which you say that the county commissioners have requested you to
give them an opinion as to whether

MUM

COOL

HOT WALK
She Was So III Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pinlc-ham- 's
Vegetable
Compound.
Pentwater, Mich. "A year ago I was
very weak and the doctor said I had a

serious

ment

displaceI had back-

ache aud

bearing

down pain9 so bad
that I could not sit
in a chair or walk
across the floor and
I was in severe pain
all the time. I felt

or not the jurisdiction over bridges,
'
"1-- 5
both for construction and for maintenance and repair, has 'been
stored to them by Chapter 32 of the
Laws of 1913, and you say that you
discouraged as I had
taken everything I
would appreciate my opinion on the
could think of and
subject.
was no better. I
1913
32
Laws
of
of
the
is,
Chapter
began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegof Chapsubstantially, a
etable Compound and now I am strong
some
ter 11 of the Laws of 1S99, with
and healthy." Mrs. Alice Darling,
changes and additions, and even be- R.F.D. No. 2, Box 77, Pentwater, Mich.
fore its passage I was of opinion that
Read What AnotherWouian says:
the jurisdiction of the county comPeoria, 111. "I had such backaches
missioners over the class of bridges that
I could hardly stand on my feet. I
not
to
act
in the
of 1899, had
referred
would feel like crying out lots of times,
been disturbed by Chapter 54 of the and had such a heavy feeling in my right
Laws of 1912, which created the coun- side. I had such terrible dull headaches
ty road boards, but i was of opinion every day and they would make me feel
drowsy and sleepy all the time, yet I
that as. to ail other bridges construc- so
could not sleep at night.
to
was
the
transferred
county
tion
"After I had taken Lydia E.Pinkham'a
road board and I do not find anything
a week I began to
Vegetable
to
act
in the last
change my opinion. improve. Compound
backache was less and
My
You will notice that act refers to that heavy feeling in my side went
no bridges except those, the initia- away. I continued to take the Comtion of proceedings for the construc pound and am cured.
" You may publish this if you wish."
tion of which Must be by petition, of
Miss Clara L. GauvvTTZ, R.R. No. 4,
specified numbersof tax payers on
varying in Box 62, Peoria, 111.
property, the number
Such letters prove the value of Lydia
counties of the three classes created
E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
2.
the
Section
presentation
Upon
by
woman's ills. Why don't you try it?
of such a petition, it is made the
duty of the board to advertise for
bids for specifications with plans at- were found guilty in the federal court
tached, and the board is authorized; last night on the two specifications
if it deems proper to do so, to accept in the charge, first of conspiring to
and approve the 'lowest and best bid rob the United States mail and secand to levy taxes as provided m the ond in robbing the United States
act, with certain limitations to raise mail. The jury went out yesterday
the money to pay for the construc- afternoon and returned a verdict last
tion of such a bridge. It is true that night at 6 o'clock of guilty. Sentence
the first sentence or Section 6 of the has not yet been pronounced.
State Sewer to Be Built Soon,
act declares that county commission
J. W. Mayes, chairman of the capi-to- l
ers "may employ the county surveycustodian committee, announces
or, or some other competent person
to supervise the erection of bridges, that the state sewer for the eapitol
who shall be paid out of said bridge building and the governor's mansion,
fund;" and a part of this language, if will be begun soon. The survey has
it stood alone, would seem to put the already been made under direction of
employment of some person to super the state engineer. The sewer will
vise the erection of all bridges in the be about four miles long and will folhands of the county commissioners, low the course of the Santa Fe river.
but the last words, to the effect that When it is being finished the capHol
such person "shall be paid out of said custodian committee will permit tho
bridge fund," clearly limits the city of Santa Fe to connect With it at
bridges intended to those provided certain points, which will be of great
for in this particular act. The said benefit in some ways to the municiThe last legislature approbridge fund cannot extend to any oth- pality.
er fund than that which is created priated $9,009 for its construction.
Divorce Case Disposed Of.
by the act and the remainder of Sec
The divorce case of Esquiuula Ta-tion 6, which forbids payment tor
any bridge "construction under this foya versus Cerilla Tafoya was heard
act" until the same has been ap- in the district court before Judge Abproved by tne person employed by bott yesterday. Esquipula Tafoya
the county commissioners, strength- sued his wife, and she, Cerilla Tafoens the view that the whole act is ya, entered a cross bill. Judge Abbott
limited to the particular kind of gave Mrs. Tafoya a divorce and custody of the child, and instructed Esbridges therein provided for.
road board quipula to pay her $10 per month
Moreover, the county
act distinctly gives to the county for the maintenance of the minor
road boards the expenditure of all child, and also to pay cost of the suit
moneys for road and bridge purposes and attorney fees. J. II. Crist repreaud gives those boards authority to sented the husband and E. P. Davies
i
construct or improve any road or the wife.
bridge within the county and to main- Trial Judge Doesn't Favor Clemency.
Governor McDonald was semi today
tain and repair the same. Repeals
never favored, relative to commuting the sentence
by implication arc
The governor
and if the two acts can stand togeth of Nemecio Delgadillo.
er both should be considered as re- - said that nothing had come to him as
naming in force. With thiB rule of yet that would justify his Interfering
construction in mind, It seems plain in the case. Only today he received
that the legislature did not intend to from Judge Herbert F. Raynolds, who
take away irom the county road j was the trial judge and heard the
boards the general jurisdiction con- case stating that he, Raynolds, would
ferred as to the construction and re- not go on record as favoring clempair of bridges, but did intend to ency.
commit entirely to the county commissioners everything in connection
WOODMEN STILL iNSURGING.
with the construction of the larger
111.,
May 15. DeleSpringfield,
and more important
bridges which gates representin
the "insurgent"
might be asked for by petition of tax members of the Modern Woodmen of
payers.
America in Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Practically, I trust that there will Iowa, Nebraska and a number of othbe no dispute between any board of
er states met here today and be '.ran
county commissioners and road board a two
days' national conference. The
on questions of jurisdiction, but that
are those members who
insurgents
both boards can get together and
the action of the head camp
oppose
act harmoniously. It is quite clear of the order in
increasing the insurthat as to several matters the county ance rates. The purpose of the naaccomroad boards cannot effectively
tional conference is to peifoct a plan
plish the purpose for which they of
campaign whereby the msurgeriSH
were created, as shown by the stathope to gain control of the head camp
ute, without the assistance and co- at the election next. rear.
,
operation of the county commission-ersandconversely, there are road
matters as to which the powers reTO DEBATE ON CAN M. TC ; L
"
maining with the county commissionLexington, Ky., Miv
exercised
ers cannot be satisfactorily
:.ng contest between t ims up s
without the assistance of the county ingthelaw schools ot andertui
road boards. Any hostility between verfity and the State ImvetsUv
the two boards would probably re- Kentucky takes'.plaet tomoTc
'it
sult in no progress being made in and promises to be t no t f V r
the county where such conditions interesting events oi tie t i
might prevail.
year. Kentucky will havfi Hit? af
Yours very truly,
mative and Vandernik tlip i FRANK W. CLANCY,
oH J t
side of tho question "I
I
Attorney General.
i
all American vessels m
i
t f
Found Guilty of Robbing the Mall. wise trade should 1
James l. Harris and Charles White Panama canal, free of tmf'
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ing activities of the United State") a
New York banker Is mowed to remark
that "too much money has gone into
tricks and mortar" and that the country Is "overbuilt in practically every
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ARRANGEMENTS ARE MADE FOR
MUSIC IN EAST SIDE AND
WEST SIDE PARKS.

OVER

The first band concert to be giveti
by the Greater Las Vegas band will
occur 'in the Plaza park on the West
Arside on next Sunday evening.

MARK LEVY OF ALBUQUERQUE
HAS A MATCH FOR. WINNER
BOUT.
OF NEWMAN-BOY-

rangements

for this concert were

made last night through the Commercial club of the West side. The band
probably will give two concerts a
week on the West side and one on

the East side during the season.
The first concert on this side will
be given on next Wednesday evening at Hilsite park. The concerts
will start at 7:45 o'clock and will con-- ,
tinue for about an hour and a half.
The band, which is composed of 20
pieces, is now in first class condition
to give Las Vegans the best of music,
and, under the efficient leadership of
Robert Casper, will give concerts all
summer.
for the concerts
Arrangements
were made by the manager of the
band, F. O. Blood, and the president,
W. R. Hepner.
ADDITIONAL

started at &lYz to 87, the same and short side failing to cause hardly
change from last night as the market j anything more than a nominal move
takeu altogether. After reacting to ment either way. Comment was arous- another sag ensued to 87. ed by a decline in United States Steel
87,
net fives to the lowest in a very long time.
The close was steady with, July
The market closed heavy. Lowest
'higher at 88.
July corn opened s34 lower to a prices of the day were made in the
and last half hour, when some active
shade higher at 55 to 55
Union
hardened to 55. The close was flocks went down decisively.
for July, a net gain of Pacific and Amalgamated were quoteasy at 55
ed a point below yesterday's close
a shade.
July oats, which started unchanged and Reading as much under the foreto 35, rose to 35. noon's best. The last sales were:
to ' off at 35
73
Provisions advanced with hogs. Amalgamated Copper
'.
109
The opening range was the same as Sugar, bid
99
last night to 2V& higher, including July Atchison
159
as follows:
pork,
$19.32: lard Reading .
'
95
$10.85; ribs $11.05. The closing quo- Southern Pacific
147
Union Pacific
tations were as follows:
59
Wheat, May 88; July 88; Septem- United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.
ber 88; December 90.
AW
Corn, May 55; July 55
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.'
ber 5GV4; December 54.
Kansas City, Mo., May 15. Cattle
Oats, May 37; July 35
ber 35; December 36.
Receipts 3,500. Market strong. Nasouthern
Pork, May $19.80; July $19.55; Sep- tive steers $7.258.65;
steers $6.00 7.75;
cows
southern
tember $19.30.
cows
and
heifers
native
$4.50(3)0.25;
Sep$11.10;
$10.90;
May
July
Lard,
and heifers $4.758.35; stockers and
tember $10.97.
bulls , $5.75
July $11.12; feeders $6.508.00;
Ribs, May $11.80;
western
7.50; calves $6.5010.OO;
September $11.
western cows
steers
$7.008.35;
$4.507.25.
Hogs Receipts' 800. Market strong
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales
New York, May 15. With buying
$S.258.35;
heavy
power reduced to a minimum, bear $8.308.42;
and butchers $8.30(g'8.42;
packers
a
Street
undertook
traders in WU
$6.757.65.
series of selling movements today. light $8.358.45; pigs
Market
7,000.
Sheep
Receipts
The operations were not on a large
ColoMuttons
$4.00t5.50;
scale, and they accomplished little steady.lambs
rado
$7.00(ff8.35; range wethers
outside of a few obscure issues.
and yearlings $4.407.23; range ewes '
Eagerness to cover advantageous
$i.006.25.
prices induced occasional rallies, but
there was little in the general moveThis morning at about 3 'oclock
ment to encourage active speculative
Mrs. Pearl Cobert, died in her apartoperations. The announced intention ments in this
city after an illness of
of the governor of California to eign
several months. Mrs. Cobert was 37
one
bill
was cited as
the alien land
of age. Funeral arrangements
source of caution on the part of trad- years
not been completed.
have
ers in entering upon new commitments. Bond were steady.
Dr. Jacob Landau announced today
Selling orders were withdrawn and that there would be no
preaching at
the market became steady. There
Montefiore tomorrow evening
Temple
was litte inclination to buy, and Canon the occasion of the regular Sabadian Pacific met stock on all rallies.
bath services. The services will be
Chesapeake and Ohio and New Haven short.
after
weakened
displaying early
strength. Action on the dividends of
both roads is. to be taken later in the
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
day.
Speculation in stocks was a stand- if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
still. Traders were nonplussed over any- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
the restricted action of the market, or Protrding Piles in 6 to 14 days.
tentative operations in both the long 50c.

PROMOTER COMES

GIVEN BY BAND

PROGRAM IS

large section," says the Louisville
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Courier Journal.
(Incorporated.)
The same authority cites the fa't
that skyscrapers are being built in
EDITOR 'small cities where there la
M- - PADGETT
for them except a false civic pride an,d
j
boastfuiness." There may be some de- - SUGGESTION IS MADE THAT BAND
jgree of truth in this assertion. That j GIVE SACRED CONCERT AT.
fV t,a '
THE CEMETERY
starcoly proves the contention, ho'.v-- j
is
overbuilt:
the
that
country
"iever,
Decoration, Day is rapidly approachEntered at the postoffice at East Those who put their money in larger
transfrom
so
and plans are being made for its
do
for
New
ing
Mexico,
mainly
building: usually
Las Vegas,
mission through the United States the conviction that the investment observance. In former years a band
will prove profitable.
frequenty has been provided and fl
malls as second class matter.
Doubtless there are instances of sacred concert has been given at the
overbuilding due to mistaken ze.ii or cemetery, together with a sermon by
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
corporate rivalry, but, these are ex- - n local preacher. Last year's
Daily, by Carrier
Doom towns invariably are gram was not particularly impressive,
05
?
For Copy
but
the cities which ar? and it seems that the real rpirit :f
15 overbuilt,
One Week
content
normal
with
progress do tot the dav has died wtta the citizens.
55
. ill n vj Milium.-.- -.
A number of suggestions have been
unless there :s a
construct
7 cr
buildings
One Year
The promoron of made by various "busiaes3 men as to
them.
demand
for
Daily, by Mail
boom towns was at one time ac in- the form of cercnii ny this year. Nf)'
One Year
but so that the Greater Las Vegas fc.in.-- ".s
3.00 dustry of large proportions,
Six Months
many people have suffered financial reorganized it was suggested tuat the
losses through such enterprises that different fraternal orders that paj'
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
promoters largely have turned ilieir tribute to their dead on this day
should secure the band for a sacred
GROWER
attention to other matters.
at the cemetery. A sermon
$2.00
concert
are
the
of
Most
sections
country
One Year
.41-0Six Months
showing an increase in building opera- likely will be given at the cemetery
tions. That would not be the case if and the day solemnized as it should
any considerable number of cities be. In recent years it has been the
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- were
custom to have a parade to the city
feeling the effects of
tions.)
in
of the dead, in which the Grand Army
beea
have
There
may
Eemit by draft., check or money or.
Investments
and fraternal orders participate. A
unwise
many
instances,
ler. If sent otherwise we will not in brick and
not
suggestion that this custom be again
mortar, but they have
e responsible for loss.
been so numerous as to affect the brought into use was also advanced.
Specimen copies free on
The parade of former years on Deccounty in its entirety. Most of the
oration
are
and
growcities
Day was worthy of approval;
growing rapidly
and better everybody went into tho movement
ing cities need bigger
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT buildings from time to time.
with Vim, the day was a holiday and
o
the citizens observed it as such by
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
The Beats for tne Santa Fe con turning out to view the parade and
e
cert that is to be given by the
later visit the cemetery. The moveAdvertisers are guaranteed the
Concert company of Chicago ment has been started, some renewlargest daily and weekly circulation at the Y. M. C. A. hall on Saturday ed interest has been stirred up over
tof any newspaper In northern New
night were placed on reservation this the day and with a little effort on
Mexico.
morning for the railway folk. The the part of the citizens, Decoration
tickets have been going fast all day, Day can be celebrated in a style that
and a large crowd is expected to at- should prevail in a progressing city.
TELEPHONES
"Las Vegas owes this much to the
Main i tend the concert. Tickets will be
BUSINESS OFFICIO
tomorfolk
for
Grand'
reserved
the
Army men, living and dead,
railway
Main 9
.NEWS DEPARTMENT
row and on Saturday will be open for who fought to preserve this nation,"
is the way one patriotic man expressthe general public.
THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1913.
j

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1913.

PERSONALS.

.Mark 'Levy, the well known tight
promoter of Albuquerque, has sent
word to Manager R. J. Means, of Bud
Boyd, that he will be at the ringside
tomorrow night at the
bouL Levy will arrive here tomorrow afternoon and will make arrangements after the bout to match the
winner for an appearance in Albuquerque this summer. Boyd finished
his training last night. He will not
work tonight and tomorrow he will
work just enough to loosen his miib-cle-s
for the fight.
Newman also stopped training tohe
day. Having made the weight,
says that he is now in perfect condition to win the bout. Charles O'Mal-lethe promc ter, totoy began work
on the stage in the Duncan opera
house for the erection of the ring.
By tonight all preliminary arrangements will have been made and everything will be ready for the big
Boyd-Newma- n

y,

j

Warren E. Hall of Denver was a mill.
business visitor in Las Vegas today
Two fast preliminaries will enterfrom Denver.
tain the fans during the first part of
R. C. Smith, representing a postal the evening, and the main bout will
card firm of Denver, was a business be, as usual, the last card on the provisitor here today.
The evening's entertainment
gram.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. J. Crawford and will start at 9 o'clock. The doors of
children will leave tonight on train the opera house will be open at 8
No. 2 for Denver, Colo., where Mr. o'clock.
A large number of tickets
Crawford will locate.
for the fight have been given out,
E. J. Hunter, a Santa Fe Railway and an immense crowd is expected.
Charles O'Malley, who Is putting
company official, came in last night
his efforts toward making this
all
from his headquarters in Topeka for
fight successful in starting the fistic
a short business visit in Las Vegas.
a
Mrs. P. A. Pearson of Kinsley, Kan., game here, thinks he has secured
is
as
the
popuand
sport
good
card,
arived in Las Vegas this afternoon for
to
a week's visit with her husband, Dr. lar with Las Vegans, he will try
In
future.
the
P. A. Pearson, who has been here for keep boxing going
the past few weeks.
Ted I lay ward, formerly located in
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ed it.
Las Vegas, came in this afternoon for
Chicago, May To. Fresh weakness
Mr. and Mrs.-JM. Abercrombie of
a two week's stay. Hayward is now developed today in wheat owing to
t
Mr. and Mrs. M. Bach of Mora came employed by the state highway com- fine
Antonchico came in this morning for
Russian crop reports and bea few days' business visit, in Las Ve- in this afternoon for a few days' visit mission, and has just completed a road cause of ideal weather here. Opening
to
with friends in Las Vegas.
near Las Cruces.
lower.
Julygas..
prices were
Hib-bett-
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After making a study of the
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sac

Extras Special
WAISTS
assortment of summer vuisU,
worlb up to S1.75, the r.cwest models
brought out for 1913. A'! sues here,
jour choice for
A fine

ONLY

o

(Q)t5

Extrgx

GLOVES
"i5c

--

Karser Short, Silk Gloves, white,

WASH FABRICS
For Summer Dresses
25c fancy tan linene suiting, 27
inches wide, per yard...
19c
27 inch mercerized
any
poplins,
22c
shade, per yard
25c white picijue, narrow cord, 27
inches wide, per yard
,.,2Gc

ONLY

4

7c

PERCALES

!

111

an excellent assortment of pretty
terns, per yard

pat-

6c

-

N

boned,
good coutil corset,
very comfortable length, supporters attached, sizes 18 to 28, one to a customer, for

Lord and Taylor summer gauze under-vests- ,
sleeveless, regular sizes for women, full length, 20c garments, for

ONLY

ONLY

!

HOTEL

CENIS

CENTS

Y

lot no. i

Consists of very excellent suits, worth from $16.50 to
$22.50. If you are thinking of getting a suit don't fail to
see these. Your Choice
'

OFF

LOT

A timely hint to June brides as well as to all others
who are needing beautiful snow white undermuslins. The
line contains dozens of lovely corset covers, drawers, petticoats, slips, gownr. and combination suits. Dou't miss
this 'splendid opportunity to fill up your want list.

U

w

IF YOU WILL ASK FOR
THEM With every pa.ir of
Shoes Costing One Dollar or
Over Women's. Children's,
Boy's or Men's.

9c

4

4

tm. 2

OiG.03

-

rairoiaiocKings
worth 25 cents

inch Bleached Lonsdale Muslin
98c
yards for
36 inch Unbleacr-'Muslin, a very
i yards for
79c
good weight,
27 inch Zebra Feather Ticking, regular 25c quality, per yard
18c
30. inch, Lonsdale Hope Muslin, regular 12c, per yard
Bleached Sheeting, Pepperell,
25c
per yard
Unbleached Sheeting, Pepperell
24c
per yard

Miscellaneous

We guarantee every one of the suits in this lot to come
up to any $30 suits shown anywhere. We offer them at

ON ALL SILK DRESSES

CENT

CENTS

10

$12.98
Reduced Prices Hew on Our Esttira Stock of Ready CJJadc Jlpparei
ALL MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
LATE ARRIVALS
Shoe Department
25 PER

3

3b

s

I5 TO 25

1

DOMESTICS

Suits

OUR BEST QUALITY PERCALES
QUOTED AT INTERESTING PRICES.
NONE RESERVED.

I

.

UNDERWEAR

well

A

ATUR.DAY, MAY 15th, 16th and 17th
THURSDAY,
The Last Week of Our Most Extraordinary SaJe of

REDUCED

15c Manchester Percale, fine patterns,
26 inches wide, guaranteed to wash,
12c
per yard
10c Book Fold percale, 31 inches wide,

Vegas

Jc JvlU
A V FRIDAY
aid

GINGHAMS
llc

i

OPPOSITE C A STAN ED A

plain or fancy cotton voiles,
26c
very soft and clingy

7c

OF QUALITY"

7,

35c

Genuine Amoskeag Apron Ginghams, per yard
15c Dress Ginghams, good wash
patterns, per yard
12o Amoskeag Dregs Ginghams
book fold, per yard
10c
10c Favorite Dress Ginghams, 27
inch, per yard

STORE

THE

black and colors, sizes C to
double
tips, every pair guaranteed, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday's pricj

ELA-'-

CENTS

Extra, SpectoJ
COftSETS

Special

Express hi.! just brought us a. new
bunch of Chi!dren's Nobby Summer
Hats.

W

show them from

GSg to

$2.50

The children's new wash suits and dresses are very
unique in style and quality. We have they from 2 up to
15
years. It's a great assembly. If your are interested we will be glad to show them.

and $1.25 Boys' Wool Pants,
89c
full run of sizes, pair
65c Balbrlggan Union
Suits for
$1.00

boys, each

48c

Summer Caps, assorted colors,
.. . .49c
for boys, each
65c Lisle Thread Ladles' Hose,
;:48c- black only, per pair
G5c

FRIEND
BATCHELOR
4 PAIRS
SOX GUARANTEED FOR 4 MONTHS
FOR $1.00.
One lot of white canvass shoes, Oxfords or pumps for children, worth $1,
$1.25 and $1.35 per pair, your choice
for
89c
OFF ALL SUIT CASES,
AND TRUNKS,
5
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COWL

PERSONALS

TABLES

JAPAN INFOHMEU OF

SWISS

OOOD SERVICE

BATsTfrCTrsrO

We will be open until 8 o'clock tonight to cash all R. R. checks
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

BE UNABLE TO MAKE
MOVE FOR AT
LEAST A WEEK.

FURTHER

ORDINANCE

SOUND

AT

THE BROWNE

PROPOSED FLY
IT WILL

DELLS

ACTION

JOHNSON'S

Mrs. E. W. Neal of Shoemaker was
a visitor in Las Vegas today from
her home,
Mrs. Charles Scott ' of Levy came
in last night for a few, days' business
visit In Las Vegas.
Dr. W. E. Kaser left this afternoon
for Santa Fe where he will spend a
few days on business .
E. R. Russell returned this afternoon from Santa Fe where he had
been on a short business visit.
Dr. W; A. Colomb of New Orleans,
La., came in last night from that
place for a month's stay in Las Vegas.
R. S. Thompson, representative for
the Cleveland-Whitehacompany of
Cleveland, was a business visitor
here today.
E. E. Anna, representative for the
John Meier Shoe company of Chicago, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
G. A. Fleming returned yesterday
evening from the northern part of
the state where he has been on business for the past few days.
Mrs. Frank Manzanares returned
last evening from Santa Fe where
she has been for the past few days
visiting friends and relatives.
Terry McGovern, merchants' po
liceman, left yesterday for Albuquer
que on account of the serious injury
of Brakeman Welsh, a relative.
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$111,000
Washington, May 15. President
PERFORMVAUDEVILLE
CLASSY
BADLY
SO
. . . OFFICERS
ALDERMEN
NOT
Wilson has arranged to confer with
e
Cieofes Romero, Vice President
Geo. H. Hunker.. Vice President
ANCE WILL CONTAIN OTHER
AFRAID OF THE INSECTS AS
Joint W. Harris, President
Secretary Bryan early tomorrow
c
Wo W. Lively. Assistant Secretary
GOOD FEATURES
Cecilio Rosenwald. Secretary
DOCTORS
ARE
the cabinet meeting to draft a
Jose
reply to the tormal protest by Japan
Sigmund Nahm, Cieofes Romero, Chas. Danzlger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemeate Padllla,
If the vaudeville performance to be
laud
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix EsquibeL
According to the annual report of aatlinst the Caiilornia anti-alieiven tonight at the Browne theater
J". E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel,
City Physician C. C. Gordon, which bill, which Govei uir Johnson has an
George H. Hunker.
is not the largest and best attraction
was read last night at the regular nounced he will sign.
The note will be submitted to the of the season, Managers Duncan and
meeting of the city council, the num
durin
Las
East
ber of births
cabinet and then delivered to the Browne will be disappointed; The at
Vegas
ZPE33E!2
ambassador. Indications are traction haa been well recommended
ing the year ending May 1, outnum- Japanei-been
high
and
Forty-twhas
approved
to
them,
bered the deaths by eight.
that the attitude of the federal govmaie babies and 3S female in- ernment toward the legislation itself ly by the critics who have witnessed
fants first saw the light of day in a" well as to questions oi discrimi- it in the larger cities;
The show consists of the Emmet
Las Vegas during the past 12 months, nation raised by Japan will be fully
'
...
Brothers, singers and dancers; Du
making a total of 80 little lives added defined.'
to the list of residents.
Governor Johnson's decision to Rossi Duo, classic ani grand opera
n
Forty-seveland singers; and Dorothy Watson, that re
men and 25 women, sign the California
making a total of 72, died in Las Ve bill despite Japan's protests was un- fined comedienne with silver Swiss
sRr '
gas during the same period of time. officially communicated today to bells. Miss Watson will be assisted
he
to
addition
In
Of these only 31 wre residents of discount Chinda, the Japanese am- by her brother.
the city, the others being hea'ith-- bassador, as a matter of information, vaudeville there will oe tinea reels
seekerS.
Had it not been for the with the understanding that Secre- of pictures. The attraction made a
deaths of the unfortunate persons tary Bryan may later present gover ni? nit ln Dawson last night. It will
who put off their coming to sunny nor Johnson's answer officially with appear tonight only, and those who
New Mexico until their cases were such comment as he may wish to wish to be entertained would do well
seat.
practically past all hope, the birth make in behalf of the federal govern- to go early and get a good
list would have surpassed the mortal ment. Mr. liryan is in New York
ities by 4G.
and in his absence the subject will
There was little contagious disease be considered by Counselor Moort.
ALKON GREYS TO
in the city during the past year.
When the ambassador has received
There were 22 cases of measles, Secretary Bryan's formal communicaof San Diego, Calif.
.T. H. Richley
BLUES
none
FLAY
fatal; seven cases of scarlet fev- tion it wiil be necessary for him to
will arrive in Las Vesas tomorrow
cases of smallpox, communicate it to the foreign office
three
one
l'tal;
er,
night to attend the funeral services none fatal ; and three cases of w hoop at Tokio and receive instructions tor
of his wife, who died here Tuesday.
AT
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signs

HADE

SECRETARY STARK OF THE

MERCIAL CLUB AND WILLIAM
SPRINGER MAKE THE TRIP.

UNITED STATES.
BRAZILIANS
Miy. 15. Lduro
Rio de Janeiro,
Mueller, the Brazilian minister nf foreign affairs, sailed on the battleship
Minas Geraes today for tin United
States. The chief oMe?!. of li's" trip
is to repay the visit made to Brazil
of
a year or more ago by
land
will
inliiister
The
Root.
State
at Norfolk and thence proceed to
Washington.' After tuli'i'Jin; this pail
of his mission he will visit. New York
and other principal cities in the cast
and will then go to Sun Franciscu to

William Springer and W. H. Stark,
California Rankers' association,
secretrv of the Commercial club,
Th exchange of greeting and the
from
returned late yesterday evening
reports-oofficers and com-ththeir, trip over the extreme end of anl,,'
the
Initial session,
mlt
occupied
found
old Santa Fe trail. They
the road in lair condition with 'the This afternoon the visitors were taken
a automobile ride to Point Loma'
execution of a few bad places that
exposition grounds. The con-ari8""
There
cost.
an be repaired at little
will continue until Saturday select the site for Brazil's building
vention
few bad crossings on the road-at" the Panama exposition.
1Slltis
the
and the only immediate need
remQvinii. of loose rocks and a lew
MILITARY
WEDDING
tree stumps that are a menace to
15.
A wedding AEROPLANE SAFE AS A SHIP
May
Washington,
auto drivers,
took
in
of
interest
circles
military
Several trees alons the route ex- to- - Frenchman Declared to Have Perfectnoon
at
in
St.
church
John's
place
nA in.-Iha i.r.a.1 in a w:lv' tn llUlkft
'
'""u
ed Invention Which Practically
Miss
when
Pcroline
Perkins,
day.
it likelv for the autoists- to tear the
Does Away With Danger.
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clove-daughter
coverings of their machines, and it) land Perkins, became the bride of!
The Louis Le Grand High school,
is necessary that these be removed
Captain Robert Wallach, U. S. A. The
before the road will be in a condition Rev. Roland Cotton Smith, rector of Paris, France, where President-elec-t
Polneaire was a pupil, recently gave
that may be called good.
St. John's, officiated at the' ceremony. l fete in his honor. A branch of the
Secretary Stark and Mr. Springer
w(,ddlnR journey ot the bridai National Aerial league was inauguratmade the trip as far as the Valley
will end at Fort Ethan Allen, ed in the school at the same time, rec(jul)e
ranch yesterday. Their purpose was Vormont where Captatn Wallach is lates a cable dispatch.
Rene Quinton, the president of the
to stake places along the road that stationed,
league, announced that the automatio
need markers. Over the entire route
stability of the aeroplane can be rethey found that only about 21 signs
SHRINERS TOURING TEXAS
garded as having been solved by
all
were
would be necessary. These
Dallas, Tex., May 15. As guests of
invention, the tests of which
located with stakes so that posts the people of Texas hundreds of
s
dad been checked by General Hirsch-auecan be placed along the road by a
the head of the army aviation
who have been attending the nawagon sent out from this city, and tional gathering of Mystic
Shriners department. Moreau, with a passenlater, when the signs are completed, here this weekv departed today on a ger, bad made a flight of 35 minutes
his levers, except
a big booster trip will be taken by
tour of the Lone Star state. without touching
for ascending and descending. The
club
Commercial
the
of
members
the
Special trains have been chartered wind at the time was blowing 23 feet
for the purpose of putting up the for the tour, which will include stops a sec0nd.
signs.
m Austin, ban Antonio, iiousron. uui-- j
Moreau has worked for six years on
The good road move ment is taking veston and other cities and points of! his invention but has been greatly
Impeded by his modest resources. He
hold of every state in the Union. The interest.
is the father of six children and earns
marking of roads, grading and gener
his living by soliciting orders fot
of
the
eJtorts
main
are
the
al repaii'3
printing. His Invention depends on
M.
C.
A.
Y.
TO ADDRESS
"boosters all over the United States,
the pendulum principle. The motor is
nunopiiiiiv tn rntnr.irto. the rival
Cincinnati, 0., May 15. Secretary affixed to the plane itself and the bas- of
highState William J. Bryan, John R. ket containing the pilot is slung bert'tate on the
av
The Commercial club is work- - Mott of New York, Cyrus McCorniick low. The wings act as a swing, autowhich act
jrig hard to keep the roads la excel of Chicago and a number of other matically moving the levers,
of
lent condition. In New Mexico, Albu- men of wide prominence are among m the planes and correct the effect
Hidden gusts and changes in the wind.
leadat
interthe
the
scheduled
are
the
speakers
querque and Las Vegas
This secures both lateral and longithe boosting of the national conference of the Young tudinal
ing cities for
stability.
as
which
Men's
with
Christian
association,
wood roads movement, and now,
General Hirschauer's attention was
highway practi- sembled in this city today for a ittracted to the invention at the last
the
whole
state is ex- three days' session. The attendance aeronautic salon and he hopes to se-i- s
the
assured,
cally
made up of delegates representing cure it for the state.
efforts
hest
its
fortli
pected to put
e
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HOW'S THIS?
One Hundred Dollars Reanv case of Catarrh that
cured b Hall's Catarrh

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,

h
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Singers and Dancers

For YOU!

iat Refined Comedienne with Silver
Bells, Assisted' by Her Brother

wis

It

8 1

10

lu

tihs siioi',

ADMISSION 10

J

IRw

for

10

15 CENT

rjb

i

giving you
a present for do-- jr

something
you 'd do any
ing

is.

by GER-

C;

Chas. Tamme,

Re-

SILVER
PLATE
GREY

-

I
LING) FINISH
(STER-I-

EMPRESS
' can be
this city from

.y''

GROCERS

ob-i- n

retary.
I. O. O.

'

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially invited 'to atN.
Gui
tend. F. O. Fries,
U.:
Lehman, V. O.; T. M. El wood.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery tmetes.
1.

CHAPTER MO. 3, ROY
MASONS Regi lar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

MAIN

I.

Ssiie

Attorneys-at-La-

ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Seal.

New .Hex:

Las Vexas.

DP. E. L. HAMMONl", DENTH1
Crockett Building.
Mala
Office Telephone
Main l1
House Telephone
1-

B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Ueutal work of any descrtpooB
moderate prices.
Room I Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las 'egas, N. M.

OR.

F.

Professional Health Culture for Ladlei
'

I

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and ScaU
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
Disorders of the Btomach may be
avoided by the use of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
have been effected by these tablets
Sold by all

de".

CRYSTAL iGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Go.
1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave

IGCAL TIME CARD

RETAIL PRICES

EAST BOUND

Depar
9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

2
4

8

10....

WEST
No.
No.

3.

No.

7

No.

9

.

.

1:20
8:10
4:20
6:35

.

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000

:15 p
p. m
11:05 p
p. m
a. m
2:10 a
d. m...,. 2:lfl
p.

m.....

1:46
8:15 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 p

aa
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Famous.
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega
701 DOUGLAS

AVENUE

CARRIAGE

AHO

xpommmm

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN

N. O.

ANT Ads
Are Best

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
Urdwood Finishing, Tapar Hangla
and Glaring
Estimate!! Cheerfully Given.
Old
'k1 8td

Toi

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
RROMO
TaliH LAXATIVE
Quinine
Tablets. Hrus,'Kist8 refund money If ti
E. W. GROVE'S sig
tails to cure
nature Is on each box. 25c. "

OHIOHESTEn S PILLS
rfW
kT-- T
J; A

17

M.Hum-ter'f-

l

Diamond

tealed wth Hliie RiMxjn. V
n other. Uny of your V
J T
Ask mm
t!T
"npunu
MAMONA JtlfANU FKL.LH, ftir US
-

fj

ai'fLcs.

years known as fi.3t,r"fst. Always KeiiBbi
BY DRUGGISTS iVtRYYuILRE

S010

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
OFFICE

AUTOMOBILE,

per
per
30c per
40c per
50c per

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

BOUND

a. m
p. m
p. m

20c
25c

lbs-- ,

429 GRAND AVE.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
"'A
CTANDAPn

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541,
I. O. of B. B
every first

y

Klnkel, K.
corder.

BUFF ROCK baby chicks. $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.

No.
No.

BEAUTIFUL

S

J

Wanted

No.
No.

'

FRENCH-

!!'

NUMBER.

Arrive

EMPRESS
FLOUR

?

1? 1

retten, secretary.

PAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8, Meets first and third Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at 7: 30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O. Rutledj-e-,
hall, on the second and fourth
Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
WANTED Experienced
cook
and
C. H. Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
second' girl. Wages no object to
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Depright parties. Apply 925 Sixth St FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty.
Visiting members are espe102 Mes every Monday nlgbt at
cially welcome and cordially invitWANTED To rent piano. Address
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglak avenue.at
ed.
H. II. Gobbel, Watrous, N. M.
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
AlTOKMiV.
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
GIRLS
wanted.
Potter's
Candy
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
HUNKER A HUNKER
Store.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Gourde H. Hunker Cheater A. Hun
OPTIC'S

MAN PROCESS

DOROTHY WATSON

.vn

Mts

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

-- if you use

Made

Classic ixnd Grand Opera Singers

a

jw.

u. O. MOOSE Meets second aat
.'ourth
eul
Thursday evening
month at W. O. W.' Hall. Vtsitls'
Lr.
brothers cordially invited.
W.
J. Tbonm
Houf, Dictator;

LAS VEG'AS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 1
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- alar conclave ipr, d Tuea-dao'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
In each month at MaIsaac
AppeL
cordially Invited
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President; Cbarlet Greenclay, Sec

100

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

Secretary.

Wm. P. Mills,

,

A-

FLOUR really

DU ROSSI DUO

-'

vlted.

For Hcnt

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

s

w. ju.,

yi

L.

munlcation first and
third Thursday In
each month. VUiUng
brothers cordially ln-

A man living a,t Auburn, New York,
had a severe attack of kidney and
bladder trouble. Being a working
man, net wanting to lose time, he
cured himself completely by using
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It is a pleasure to report that
the cure was permanent." His name
is J. A. Farmer. O. G. Schaefor and WANTED Good
girl for general B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Red Cross Drug Store.
housework.
Call 1.024
Mrs
Third.
fourth Tuesday evening of eacb
Harry Vogt.
month Elks home on Ninth stre?
NOTICE FOR PUbLlCATION.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brotL
ersare cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConLand Office at Sai.ta Fe, N. M.,
FOR
don, Secretary.
RENT Two
April 1, 1913.
housekeeping
Notice is hereby givu that Vin
rooms. 414 Seventh street.
COUN-CIcento Ciddio of Kast Las Vegas, who,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
NO. 804. Meets second and
on December 16, 1907, made home- FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
NW
stead entry. No. O5201, for V
fourth Thursday tn O. R. C. Hall,
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
Pioneer building.
etc.
section 31, W y2 SW
section 30,
918
Visiting memExcellent
location.
bath,
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
township 14 N, ranse 17 hi, N. M. P.
Eighth street.
o
M., has filed notice of intention
Devtne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
make five year proof, to establish FOR RENT Modern furnished flat
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
claim to the land above described, beEL
511 Ninth street.
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commisKNIGHTS OF PY
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on FOR RENT Three sunny rooms suitTH AS M eets e
June 7, 1913.
able for 'iight housekeeping. 623
ery Monday evea
Claimant names as witnesses: VI
Twelfth street.
Ing in Castle Hall
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
Knignti
Visiting
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana Tru FOR RENT Furnished
four room
t.re cordially invlt
Will take invalids'.
jillo, Las Vegas, N. M., Lucinda J. de r V'ottage, $Ced. Cbas. Liebacn
41V Eighth street.
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Chancelloi
aer,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Commander. Harrj

ft

A

d Show Mo. 19, the Largest
Best Attraction of Season

ii

ADVER-

Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds, FOR SALE A
good refrigerator; J,
collar and harness galls heal up
C. Baker, Normal or Y. M. C. A.
SNOW
quickly when BALLARD'S
LINIMENT is applied. It is both neal. FOR SALE
Jersey cow, Mrs. Harry
Price 25c, 50c
ing and antiseptic.
Vogt, 1024 Third street.
and 51.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra)
Drug Co.
BABY chicks 10 cents. Thoroughbred Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.

AY, M.

flH''j

(

FKt cents per !!ne each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. Atl
advertla mntt charged
will be booked at space actually
t,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.

Register.

u wuuu

A&
k

ers.

rown
A slight cold ?.
person holds possibilities of a tvave
"ti re. Croup may come on suddenly, bronchitis or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption are possible results. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound nips
a cold at the outset, cures croup,
quickly checks a deepseatcd cotigii.
;t.d l;..v.!s inflamed membranes.

AN D RfiGULA'a

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. '
A. M. Remilar
nm.

CHAPMAN

TISEMENTS

stipation.
Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had a:, attack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of New"I gave him a bottle of
ton, Iowa.
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Sold by ail deal-

CLASSIFIED

CAFF

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
V'

FOR

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS

COLUMN
RATES

LOBBY

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

iiT

and believe him perfectly honorable

in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his wm.
NATIONAL. BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonpials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-

?5he

OPTIC

T5he

F. J. CHENEY & lO.,
Toledo, Ohio.

IN

BANKERS MEET AT SAN DIEGO
San Diego, Calif., May 15. Many
j t ankers
and financiers of the Pacific
j coast were
present here today at the
ln,n3 of tl,e annual convention of

COM-

MAY 15, 1913.

hundreds of branches of the organiWe offer
zation throughout the United States
ward for
Canada.
and
cannot be
Cure.

improving the roads. Jfr.
Springer and Mr. SUtrk made the
trip without accident. They staked
the road south as far as Pecos and
west to Glorieta.
toward

the

UrM iU, THURSDAY,

'

hi

mt4r

Market Finders

Classiflen add. search out the people to whom among al!
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most.

those

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST ..o someoa
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hear 1
your property unleiss it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want tad
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articlos of MefulnenB of sny sort, and musical .
struments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyo' s, ot all
aorta of things, they have come to be finders of the best

aoa-ibl-

LAS VEGAS DAILY

WHERE CITY OF VENICE PLAYS

ROYALTY SAW THE

Gay Scene and Picturesque Characters to Be Seen at Lido and at
the Bathing Beaches.

WHEELS GOING

In hia article on the Lido,
of Venice, in
Harper's, Harrison Rhodes gives an
amusing picture of the gay life of the
Venice.

the great playground

place and its curiously cosmopolitan
character.
Bathing is more elegant in the morning and from one's own thatched hut,
hut it is more fun in the afternoon and
The bathfrom the establishment.
and
well
houses are capacious
.
i i
equipped, ano goou uuiureu uaumi
Datn attendants in wiulb naiiur cu- lumes are on hand to install you and
run vnnr prrands. There is a General
geniality about the service, and a rec- ognition of the cosmopolitan quality

ii

i

MOUND
KING AND QUEEN OF ENGLAND
OF
INDUSTRIES
VISITED
THEIR BIG NATION
'

j

7

1.

London, May 15. King George and
Queen Mary ceased recently to uc
merely names 10 tstveral hundred
thousands of their English subjects.
1'ney lail aside a la'er or two ot
royal reserve, got right down on the
level of prosaic civilian life
even, into the
strata of society and passed the time
of day happily with begrimed toilers.
The occasion was a tour, called a
"royal progress," of cities, towns and
villages of the "North Midlands"- -

the thickly populated central section

vett, for this was the man's name,
"if they do work in heaven it will
likely be this (pottery), for it's as
'
..erfect, as any there is.
"How old are you? ' the queen ask
ed.
"Nearly 75," said Lovett. "When I
began earniu my livln' I started work
at 6 in the morning and went on till
I swept out the place after the others
had gone. Aye, I've worked hard always."
The old fellow stopped for breath,
round
and the courtiers
supposed
that the queen would pass on, but old
Lovett interested her. She smiled at
him kindly.
"Aye, your majesty," he returned
eagerly, delighted at the chance to
talk, "I can recollect as far back as
the 1851. exhibition. I mind how the
old master paid for all us lads to go
up to London and see it. Before we
went we stood outside this very building and sang with jackstones in our
hands that we kept knocking togeth
er."
10- And then old Lovett, bendiu
wards trie queen and
beating his
nanus luodner, sang lier m ms quaffing voice a oa oi uoeiel uiui was
cuiifciu m the "pot uariKs" as the
ytueues are lannnariy caneu, m

OPTIC, THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1913.
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Hotel Corridor Looking
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on Sea.

of the duties demanded. One stalling creature, last summer, as he opened your cabin, closed for the moment
the English grammar which he was
studying in the interests of communication with the forestieri. There is,
too, If you come often enough, a cheerful, familiar greeting and a quarter
hour's pleasant gossip whenever you
have time.
The gentleman, for example, who
checks your valuables while you bathe
may be occasionally seen at the theater of an evening, clad in doublet
and hose and singing in the chorus
when they give "Rigoletto" or the
"Barbiere." In his day, you will discover, he paid many visits to London
and to New York, where he sang in
the chorus at the Metropolitan. He
now retires willingly to a more inactive and more social occupation, and
plans to rear his seven male offspring
to sing in due time in the opera chorus. He has his own philosophy of life,
too, and cheerfully threatens to dl-- .
vorce his wife should she present him
with even one female child. Conversation with him Is indeed a pleasant
prelude to the bath.
Other characters there are of longer standing; for the Lido in a quiet
way has been a sea bathing place for
a long, long time. Three years ago
and weather
died there a bronzed
beaten old man who for forty years
had stood at the entrance to the bathhouses offering for sale shells and
small dried sea horses tied by the tails
in groups of three. These latter, of
assorted sizes, were a family, he explained a "famiglia padre, madre,
Alio." He grew older and his eye
dimmed, but he always Bmiled insinuatingly and muttered his chant of
famiglia. At the end his mind seemed to go; there was nothing left but
the vacuous smile and the vacant
mouthing of the phrases about father,
mother and son.
FEEDS

A

TRAMP, GIVEN

$500

Check Proves Truth of Adage, "Bread
Cast Upon Waters" Recipient
Keeps a Boarding House.

Sisterville, W. Va. In a letter from
a law firm in Bakersville, Cal., Miss
Jessie Watkins, a seamstress, received a check for ?S00 with a letter
of explanations; it was a bequest in
the will of Nathan Sanderbly.
Six years ago Sanderbly was a
tramp and Miss Watkins was conducting a boarding house at Robinson.
She gave the tramp his breakfast and
BO cents.
He inquired for her name,
which she refused to give, but he
learned the name from others in the

"How do you like the boarders
where you live?"
Mrs. Borden-Lodg- e
"They're too fussy.
has to cook over all the scraps
for them before they'll eat 'em when
I'd ju6t as soon take 'em as they come
'rom the table."

sir

-

'

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Of Elizabeth A. Davis, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of
San Miguel. Office of the Probate
Clerk, County of San Miguel, N. M.
To all whom It may concern, greeting:
You are hereby notified that tne
7th day of July, A. D. 1913, has been
fixed by the honorable probate court,
in and for the county and state aforesaid, as the day to prove the last will
and testament of said Elizabeth A.
Davis, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the probate court this 23rd day of
April A.

(Seal)

- -

1
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NO. 7500.
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EQUIPPED AT YOUR DQQH

vs.

n

town.
He made his way to Bakerstield, secured work in the oil fields, took up reply.
"How long have you been a signala lease and became wealthy. His entire estate, with the excepti6n of the man?" questioned his majesty.
$500, goes to his only surviving rela"For more than 30 years, sir," Man
tive, a brother.
ning answered.
"It, is resopnsible work," observed
SAYS
VEILS ARE INJURIOUS the king, to which Manning assented
and added modestly that up to the
Noted English Physician Inaugurates present he had been "clear" of acci
a Crusade Against Habit of
dents.
Women Covering Faces.
was ' King
"Very good, indeed,"
who constantly George's comment.'
London. Women
An Incident In a Pottery
wear veils suffer in time from deterio
ration of the features. This was the
Another intimate incident was that
statement made by Sir John Cock- at thd Wedgtvood's pottery works
burn, M. D., speaking at the Royal where the
queen was vastly entertain
Sanitary institute. Sir John said he ed
man who was trimming
old
an
by
wanted to make a crusade against
Flaxman's
the
of
casts
figures put on
women's veils. Nothing was more
beautiful than the human face divine, blue jasper vases. Her majesty rewhile veils had awful spots, making marked upon the delicate beauty of
women look as if they had black eyes the
figures.
and fearful grimaces.
"Yes, Indeed," said old Thomas IiO- -

FOLLY

1,050

Thomas B. Catron, Julius Day', Charles
C. Catron, and the unknown claimants of interest in the premises, adverse to the plaintiffs, Defendants.

ml

't

San

Katherine Desmaj-- .
ais, Katherine Desmarais, as administratrix of the estate of Frederick
Uesmarais, deceased, Marcella Desmarais, and Alice Desmarais, minor
heirs of Frederick Desmarais,
by Katherine Desmarais
their guardian and next friend,
Plaintiffs,

TOO BAD
and Manhcester, wherein the
is
skyline of springtime
pierced by the stacks of hundreds of
manufacturing plants. This tour of mm:
industries has led tire royal pair .i fun waiu lo see uie wonueis ot the
3
through great factories, where the
day,
looms Hashed back and Coith in the es uie sigiils una carnages so fcay,
of bodily
raiment. Tiiey .ufciC 16 gital I,oia ulmll dliu Ills llt- weaving
have touched shoulders, almost, with
iitie servant man,
the kjiitters, and stood beside men Aim uie fcieai .mg or Ciuim, ciuuu,
and women workers while
onum.
fingers
flew at tasks, so that the king and
'Very interesting, mueea, iautsubu
queen might see "how it was done." line queen us sue wit inoinas ioveit
Into the great pottery making disu nuiyicaL Uiuii in tn t; leumi.
trict, also, the tour has led their majesties. The potteries of Minton's UCIVLKHL Smlin UUIlS StKVIUE.
(Limited), the plant of the Wedge-wood- - wdouiiioton, l). C, May 15. Brigaand a dozen others less widely dier General Frederick A. mun, wao
known, have been hosts for a day. nas been commanding tbe fifth briHere they have admired the skill of gade ai umaua, was placed on uie
Jennie Did you send a poem to the
the workers turning masses of clay reuieu Hoi or, lue army today on acgirl you were engaged to?
into shapely vases ana useful uten- count or Having readied Uie age
Jack Yes that was the trouble.
sils. The queen has even tried her limit ot tH years. General Smith is
Jennie How so?
skill at tracing a flowered design up- a native ot iew Yont and was gradJack She discovered that another
she married him.
on clay.
uated Horn West Point :n !8:3
riis fellow wrote It, and
The noisy, busy shops of the Lon-dj- entire career has been in connection
and Northwestern Railway com- with the infantry branch of the serIN THE DEEP
pany at Crewe, the largest in the vice. In his early days as an officer
world, took a day off to get acquaint- ho served in Indian campaigns in Aried with their rulers. Some seven zona, Nevada and the Dakotas.
In
their the war with Spain he saw active
thousand mechanics cheered
progress through the works. In re- service in Cuba and Porto Rico and
turn the shopmen showed their sover- later
participated, in the suppression
eign and his consort how to rivet a of the insurrection in the Philipboiler; how simply,
by
hydraulic pines. He reached the grade of
pressure, the flange may be put on a
in 1908.
steel wheel similar to the ones under
the royal railway coach that had LAGOON RACE MEETING OPENS.
brought them thither, and a number
Salt Lake City, Utah, May 15. The
of other interesting and useful things summer
running meeting of the Lathat every, married couple ought to goon Fair and
Racing association was
know. They also saw a comparative
inaugurated at the local track today
exhibit of much interest. This includ- and will be continued until the seced a model of George Stephensons' ond week of
July. A liberal list of
"Rocket" and Gueen Adelaide's coach stakes and
purses has served to atside by side with the most modern tract
many of the best known stables
type of passenger engine and railway and turfmen and the officials of the
"But why is Mr. Lobster so red of
coach. Queen Adelaide's roach looked association are
looking forward with late?
Sarely he hasn't been caught
dainty and ladylike, almost like a se- confidence to a successful meeting.
boiled?"
and
of
dan chair on wheels, by the side
"Oh! it i tha same thing. His wife
the great steel compartment car
TO ADVERTISE TENNESSEE
keeps him in hot water."
built for express train service.
Columbia, Tenn.. May 15. A novel
Extremes met at Crewe, the Indus
plan to advertise Tennessee and to
OF COURSE NOT
trial city where the shops are. The call
attention to It3 resourpublic
mayor of Crewe, weekdays, may he ces was launched here today at the
found in a signal tower in the yards. annual
meeting of the Tennessee
Up there, above the maze of railway Press association.
Every editor in
tracks, he sets the levers that safely attendance agreed to publish in each
guide the trains into the station . More issue gf his paper at least 500 words
than once, in fact, lie has been on
concerning the industrial opportuniduty in the signal tower when the ties and undeveloped resources of his
king has passed in his train. At such district.
times conversation between them was
difficult, if not altogether impossible.
TAX PAYMENTS
But not so on the day when King
Notice is hereby given
that any
George and Queen Mary became the
A. D. 1912, will
taxes
for
yet
unpaid
guests of the town ol Crewe. Then become
delinquent oi June 1, 1913,
his worship, the mayor, (F, Maiming,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
signalman, weekdays) resplendent in to a
penalty of five per centum.
frock coat and top hat, was in the
Further
notice is hereby given, that
center of the recivyg group and latafter July 1, 1913, notice will he duly
er, after p. digniifed bow at which the
si-.-'
published of the public sale of all
king raised his hat in acknowledge- property upon which taxes of A. D.
ment, gave his majesty a carefully 1912 remain
unpaid at the date set
written address, illuminated for the for
"Why, he even imprinted a kiss upsuch sale, and such property up
on my lips."
occasion by a timekeeper in the shops. on
1912
taxes
are
of
then delin
which
"But that kind of printing doesn't
And later the signalman mayor was
will be sold as required by the show."
quent,
,
with
their majesties.
phtographed
session Laws of 1913.
Honor enough a iter 30 years as a
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
AWFUL
towerman, not to mention the con 1913.'
versation that- - followed. Said the
EUGBNIO ROMERO,
king:
Treasurer and
Collector, San
"I understand you are a signalman."
Miguel County, N. M.
, "That is so, your majesty," was the

of England lying between Birmingham

o

Miguel.
Octave Geoifreon,

I
I

'&

The defendants herein, Julius Day,
and the unknown claimants of interest In the premises, adverse to trie
plaintiffs, are hereby notified, that tn
action to quiet title and to recover
damages has been commenced against
you in the district court of the county of San Migue'i, New Mexico. Tne
purpose of said action is to quiet title
to the following descrioed tract of
land, in the said county of San Miguel
and state of New Mexico,
That certain tract of land commonly known as El Canyon de Las Bes-tiabounded on the north by a round
Oak Grove, on the south by the top
of the Mesa Del Aguilar, on the east
by Las Mesas del Canyon de Las Bes-tiaon the west by the top of the
mesa;
And to obtain damages for the rent
al privileges of said land by the said
defendants. That unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearance
in the said case, on or before the 14th
day of June A. D. 1913, judgment will
be taken against you by default.
That plaintiffs' attorney is Charles
W. G. Ward, whose postoffice and
business address is Las Vegas, New

OVERLAND MODFL 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Automobile
Phane Main

&

Rlactiine

Vhaleo,

344.

&

Co

Fowler Preps

t:

s,

Mexico.

NOTICE OF REDEMPTION OF MORA
COUNTY FRACTIONAL BONDS
Notice is hereby given to the holders of Mora county six per cent Fractional Funding Bonds of the issue of
August second, A. D. 1897, payable
at any time after August second, 1907,
and on or before the second day of
August, 1917, at the option of the
hoard of county commissioners of said
county of Mora, New Mexico, that upon the presentation of the said Fractional bonds at the office of the treasurer of the said county of Mora, New
Mexico, on or before the first day of
A.

D. 1913,

the

Baid

o?o
Y

4

'':

L

1

'

(

Chairman.

Attest:
TITO MBLENOEZ,

Clerk of said board.
JOHN R. STRONG,
Collector of
Treasurer and
the County of Mora, New Mexico.
VERIFY

Here is a East Las Vegas citizen,
that Doan's
Kidney Pills relieved weak kidneys
and uow states the result was per
manent Can. any sufferer from kidney ills ask better proof? You can
investigate. The case is right at
who testified years ago

home.

Jacob Kenestrick, 706 Lincoln Ave,
Laa Vegas, N. M., says: "My
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills which
was publicly expressed, in a testimonial I gave la their praise two and a
half years ago remains unchanged.
Whenever I have taken Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from the Center
Block Phaimacy, they have brought
relief from kidney complaint 1 am
glad to give this remedy the praise It
deserves,"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv..

East

Foster-Milbur-

INTO YOUR SHOES

Foot-Eas-

the

antiseptic

It relieves painful, smart
powder.
ing, tender, nervous feet, and instantly takes the sting out of corns and

bunions. It's the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Allen's Foot- Ease makes tight or new shoes feel
easy. It is a certain relief for sweat
ing, callous, swollen, tired, aching
feet. Always use it to Break in
"I don't wemember what I ate, but New shoes.
Try it today. Sold every- I had an awful dweam."
25
Don't accept any
cents.
D. 1913.
where,
"What was it, old chap?"
FREE
trial package,
For
substitute..
LORENZO DELGADO,
valet
went
"I dweamed mjr
away
Le Roy,
address Allen S. Olmsted,
Clerk of the Probate Court. without lacing mj shoes."
Y.

Q

0A

L :.A

nD

17

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLE S A LE AND RETAIL

Al

The public statement of an East Las
Vegas citizen is in itself strong proof
for East Las Vegas people, but con- firmation strengthens the evidence.

SHAKE

Sole Agents

IT

The Proof Is In East Las Vegas,
most at Your Door.

Allen's

Gross, Kelly & Co.

treasurer

will redeem the said bonds by paying
the full face value thereof together
with all legal accrued Interest.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
OF
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY
MORA. NEW MEXICO,
By JOHN GANDERT,

K

BAIN WAGO

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the District Court.

(Seal)

July,

THE OLD RELIABLE

summer an
oecial Excursion Rales
CALIFORNIA

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913-

-

Los Angeles or San Diego

-

$48.50
$43.50
$55.00
$50.00

Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco - - Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $77.50
Special dates, shorter limit - $72.50
tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc., please call at ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOR.,

Agent

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTJ.C,

EIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

it

1 1

1 1

1

Regular dance

15, 16, 17

I
At

..$1.50
80c

pounds Cream Loaf flour
pounds Cream Loaf flour
The very best flour made.
50 pounds Li'iy flour
25 pounds Lily flour
50 pounds C. C flur
25 pounds C. C. flour
100 pounds old potatoes
5 pounds new potatoes
13 pounds old potatoes
100 pounds sugar
18 pounds sugar
3 Cans Van Camp's Pork and Beans
3 No. 2 cans kraut
3 No. 2 cans string beans
50
25

..J1.65
25c
250

-

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the L,oMy, of course.

.$5.65
..$1.00
25c
25c
25c

A white sale will be held at the
Baptist church Friday beginning at 10
o'clock and lasting throughout the

25c
25c

packages termed!!!, Spaghetti or Macar nl

Miss Helen Nahm, not Miss Helen
Kohn, is a member o fthe graduating

STEARICS' STOR.E

1

S3E3E3EQE3

f

"HUNTS

LYE

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

IN THE CAN

If

you

LYE-PEELE-

want the highest

TiDARNS

In private Pullmans "Climax" and
"Coleus" about 40 delegates to the
national meeting of the Brotherhood
of Railway Trainmen passed through
this afternoon on their way to Cali
fornia, where the convention will be
held the latter part of this month.

Jefierson Raynoldt, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

The Woman's Club of Las Vegas
did not hold its regular meeting yes
terday afternoon because of the 'lack
of a quorum. The club will hold an
adjourned meeting next week, and
it is desired that all members be
present. Yesterday afternoon those
members who were presnt were given a musical treat by Mrs. Charles
O'Malley and the Las Vegas Ladles'
quartette.

Raynolds, Vic1 President.
3. B, Davis, Vice President

B. B,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M.

Surplos, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

EATABLE

AT THE HOME CF WE BEST OF EVERYTHING

Special Sale for Cash Only

MAY 15. 16, 17

tlM

100 pounds Potatoes
13 pounds Potatoes
100 pounds Sugar..

25
5.65

IS pounds Sugar
17
7
7

is

7
2

Ii!
i

o

1.0

pounds Cane Sugar
Bars "White Star
Lenoz Soap
Tar Soap

$1. '0

t0
1.40
75
23
IT

1

.25
33

L

Ii

,

.75
45
.20
22

f

I!

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD

EAST

SIDE

--

54c for 65c Linoleum.
64c for 75c Linoleum.
89c for $1.10 inlaid Linoleum.
$1.00 for $1.25 Inlaid Linoleum.
$11.50 for $15 Velvet rugs 9x11 ft.
$8.95 for $11 wool and fibre 9x12

rugs.
35c for 50c yd. Kolor-fas- t
matting.
off on any Buffet, Sideboard
or China closet tc make room for
a big car of furniture to arrive.

TEAM

ORGANIZED BY
FANS

CO. STOSE

-

""IV

i

Wife
y.Vv'

ARE THE SUITS THAT WILL MAKE YOUR

"

W. P. Southard,
William
These
Springer and Joe Danziger.
men handled the team last year and
provided good baseball for the fans
who patronized the club. With the
team composed practically of all local players this year, it was decided
that the public would support the organization so that it would be possible to bring in teams from other
cities of the state. Orrln Blood and
Frank Bttinger were elected tempor
ary captains of the squad from which
the team will be picked. This squad
will practice every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday of each week until
they are in condition to play. A pitch?
er will be obtained who will be capable of delivering the goods.

go

tf

farthest. Now on display in our Window.

GR.EENBEKGER'

American quartered oak Dressers
with wood knobs and French bevel mirror, worth $11.50
$9.35

THE

ask the baseball association that
trolled the ball team last year and
for previous years to take charge of
the team this season.
Among the members of this board
of control are F. O. Blood, Charles

ROSENTHAL

OPPOSITE

Y.

We Call Your

H. C. A.

Attention to

r
BUDGET.

BEULAH

Greenclay,

Jose Martinez was arrested last
night by Santa Fe Officer F. II. Hill,
suspected as being a man wanted for
Hill received a
murder in Raton.
message from Raton last night which
gave a description of the man. Martinez told the officers that he had
come from Raton, where he had just
sentence for fighting.
served a
Consequently he was arrested as a
suspect.
According to the message
the man wanted was a Greek, ana as
Martinez is a Mexican, he probably
will be released by the officers. Martinez stated to an officer that he was
on his way to El Paso to visit rela
tives, and to another he gave another

The first bear of the season was
trapped last week on the Sapello by
S. L. Barker, the veteran hunter. Mr.
Barker has scored quite a record for
hunting lion and bear, having killed
three lions in one forenoon which
was not a good day for hunting.
E. F. Scoville took out a hunting
license and the fourth day following
the taking of the document killed a
cinnamon bear with his .22 Winches
ter.
We are now procuring bait for the
fishing season, which opened today,
and expect to get some of the big

OUR PRICES
Remember we meet all prices. at all times, and you do not
have to depend on having a SPECIAL PRICE made you at
our store to get real value FOR YOUR MONEY.

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
THE STORE WITH RIGHT PRICES ALL THE TIME

ones this season.
RUSTIC US.
$150 will buy 2 good
$600 will buy 3 good
$950 will buy 4 room
$1300 will buy nice 5

Santa Fe Officer S. E. Norris, who
was hit by a string of cars in the local Santa Fe yards some time ago,
today made his first trip from tne
Santa Fe hospital. Mr. Norris is much
improved in condition and expects
to resume his duties soon.

Tuesday and Wednes
day of next week at the high school
an art exhibit will be held. This ex
from all
hibit will include wwk
grades from the fifth to the ninth and
Mrs,
interesting.
promises to be
Charles Kohn, who has charge of the
art department of the school, slates
that the work of these grades has im
proved wonderfully this year and
that there are a number of excellent
drawings that will be placed in the
exhibit.
Parents of the pupils and'
others interested in the work are cor
to visit the Castle
dially invilwl
building on the days of the exhibit.
lr. Clifford Piew, who was thrown
from a horse a few days ago, Is re
ported to be improving, and soon will
be able to be at bis place of bust

RUBBING CLOTHES
In a tub is out of date and out of
reason. It not only wears out the
clothing, but is
BACK BREAKING WORK.
Why not beak away front the old
methods, and keep up with the times
by sending your washing to
ness.
LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY.

building lots on Tilden avenue.
building lot on Fifth street.
adobe house on a good corner.
room frame house on 2 lotp well improved

on Eighth street.
$1600 will buy modern frame house

5

rooms,

2

lots on Jackson

street.
$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all improvements, including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 win buy beautiful modern s room nouse, everytmng
date, 3 lots, best location on hill.
up-to-

TOMORROW

at the

VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU

Y. M. C. A.

THE INVESTMENT
603 Lincoln Ave.

4'

Ladies' class 9 o'clock a. m.
Business Men's class 5 o'clock

&

AGENCY

CORPORATION

M

1

f

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.

p.

m.

iUTTER.

CRYST,
SHE

SPEC

IS MADE

or L
i5iii,

I

FROM

PASTEURIZED CR.EAM
ASK YOUR GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

y

Oh Monday,

Hom-jstea-

largo pail Pure Lard
1 medium pail Pure Lard.'
1 small pail Pure Lard
Standard Hams
Standard Bacon

Ludwig Win. Meld

story.

Self-riscin- g

i

We have arranged to keep our im
ported Perclieron stallion Argentenll
34175 at the farm of S. F. Hemlet cn
the Mora road 2V2 miles from Las
Vegas. This stallion weighs nearly a
ton when in show condition, sound
and a high class individual. We are
anxious to become acquainted with
the horse breeders and invite them to
inspect Argentenll at Mr. Hemler's
farm as well as our breeding farm at
Onava, where we have several other
registered. Percheron stallions for
TeVms very reasonable
service.
The Rohrer Land and Development

boxes Toilet Soap...
Boxes Gloss Starch
Lotties Blueing .........

,i Sack Bos3 Patent Flour...
'v Sack Old Homestead Flour
Flour.
'i Sack Old
:
Buckwheat Flour
boxes
lb. Rack Honey
I 40c can Sliced Apricots
1 gal. can 43c L3mon Cllmj Sliced
Peaches

All Wool Clothes

5

The meeting was enthusiastic, and
the boys showed their willingness to
work. The East side team expects to
play several games with the West
side boys, who have a fast organizaWhen this team is
in good
tion.
playing condition and games are
started, it will be up to the citizens
Las Vegas to support the
Last night at the Elks' home the of East
team. The business men of the city
Hankers were successful in putting
one over the famous Peons, the offi will do their part, as they have sigof baseball lies
cial score for the evening being 2,325 nified, and the future
the
this
with
fans
year.
to 2,096 in the Money Handlers' rav- or. The usual rivalry was displayed
Try a dram ot Old Taylor Bourby .the members of both teams, which
bon at the Opera Bar Adv.
made the game interesting. The
scores for the evening were as fol
The next directory ot the Mounlows: Bankers Trumbull, 460; Hoice,
tain
States Telephone and Telegraph
505; McWenie, 467; Strass, 441; Duncompany goes to press May 20. Any
Mar-tio445.
Peons
can,
Conway, 433;
addition or changes should be in the
451; Henrique;'., 441; Losey, 41G;
hands of the exchange manager not
iO. E. Johnson, tor Anient, 345.
later than May 17.

Co.

p3

Sack Boss Patent Flour

n

etc., all priced very reasonably. Phone Main 379.

dOTHCRAFT

THIS XYLEK OfiLY

The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold its regular practice tomorrow ORGANIZATION WILL PLAY WEST
IMPORT
SIDE BUNCH; MAY
night, at the city hall. All members
OUT OF TOWN TEAMS
are requested to be present.

Big chicken supper at the Baptist
church Friday night beginning at 5
o'clock. Chicken, gravy, mashed potatoes, Spanish rice, lettuce salad,
homemade bread and butter, cake,
pineapple sherbet and coffee all for
35 cents.

quality in canned fruits

At J. fi.

For Remainder of

class of the Las Vegas High school
this year, as was stated last evening.

small thieveries here last Saturday
night. Smith reecived a sentence
of 18 months to
two years in' the
penitentiary.

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts"

Poles
Lines
Hooks

A number of the baseball players
and fans of the East side gathered
at the Commercial club rooms last
night to make plans for summer baseball. It was decided that in order to
maintain a baseball team here this
season it was necessary for an organDeputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez left this ization to
be formed. The boys all
afternoon for Santa Fe with Thomas
to this and it was decided to
agreed
Smith, who committed a number of
con-

FRUITS"

QUALITY

FOR CASH ONLY

The funeral services for Mrs. J. ii.
Riehley have been postponed fror.i
Friday afternoon to Saturday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, interment will
be private.

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
IS NO

We have a complete line of

day.

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER
EE52EEE

PAY DAY SPECIALS

ties for 25c.

Mr. and Mrs, R. J. McDonald are
the proud parents of a baby son, bor.i
to them Inst night at 5 o'clock.

70C

STRAWBERRIES
any 10c package crackers

THERE

50c

hall

750

..$1.35

3

ISEaSWISJfeP

Special for 3 days,
Greeuberger's.

!.

Going Fishing?

Our millinery sale stil'i on. A beautiful line of white hats just arrived.
Mrs. A. Standish.

PER TRAY

3

at P.

THURSDAY, MAY 15, 1913.

im, mil
nraMiwr'CT!'n

Better Milk For a Better Town

not attempt
to give a complete list
of the numerous bargains we have to offer
but we will meet all
prices.
We will

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

t

Ring in the new correct ones.

D.

BOUCHER

fa

Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves'our milk.

Phone Main 4 and 21

M

i

N. B.

Fresh Straw

berries every day
der

early.

Or- -

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy
Las Vegas, New Hex
Milking Time 4 A. M. and 2 P. U.

South Pacific Street
i

U

